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PART I SECTION 4(f) OVERVIEW

1.0 Introduction

This guidance supplements the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA) regulations governing the use of land from publicly owned parks, recreation areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and public or private historic sites for Federal highway projects. Although these requirements are codified at 23 U.S.C. § 138 and 49 U.S.C. § 303, this subject matter remains commonly referred to as —Section 4(f) because the requirements originated in Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (Pub. L. 89-670, 80 Stat. 931). FHWA's Section 4(f) regulations, entitled —Parks, Recreation Areas, Wildlife and Waterfowl Refuges, and Historic Sites, are codified at 23 CFR Part 774.

1.1 Purpose

This Section 4(f) Policy Paper is guidance that was written primarily to aid FHWA personnel with administering Section 4(f) in a consistent manner. In situations where a State has assumed the FHWA responsibility for Section 4(f) compliance, this guidance is intended to help the State fulfill its responsibilities. Such situations may arise when Section 4(f) responsibilities are assigned to the State in accordance with 23 U.S.C. §§ 325, 326, 327, or a similar applicable law.

This guidance is also intended to help State departments of transportation (State DOTs) and other applicants for grants-in-aid for highway projects to plan projects that minimize harm to Section 4(f) properties. Experience demonstrates that when Section 4(f) is given consideration early in project planning, the risk of a project becoming unnecessarily delayed due to Section 4(f) processing is minimized. Ideally, applicants should strive to make the preservation of Section 4(f) properties, along with other environmental concerns, part of their long and short range transportation planning processes. Information and tools to help State DOTs, metropolitan planning organizations and other applicants accomplish this goal are available on FHWA’s Planning and Environmental Linkages website located at: http://environment.fhwa.dot.gov/integ/index.asp.

This Section 4(f) Policy Paper is based on and is intended to reflect: the legislative history of the statute; the requirements of the Section 4(f) regulations; relevant court decisions; and FHWA’s experience with implementing the statute over four decades, including interactions with the public and agencies having jurisdiction over Section 4(f) properties. The information presented is not regulatory and does not create any right of action that may be enforced by a private citizen in a court of law. This Section 4(f) Policy Paper sets forth the official policy of FHWA on the applicability of Section 4(f) to various types of land and resources, and other Section 4(f) related issues. While the
other United States Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT) agencies may choose to rely upon some or all of this Section 4(f) Policy Paper as a reference, it was not written as guidance for any U.S. DOT agency other than FHWA.

This guidance addresses the majority of situations related to Section 4(f) that may be encountered in the development of a transportation project. If a novel situation or project arises which does not completely fit the situations or parameters described in this Section 4(f) Policy Paper, the FHWA Division Office\(^1\), the FHWA Headquarters Office of Project Development and Environmental Review, the Resource Center Environment Technical Service Team, and/or the Office of Chief Counsel should be consulted as appropriate for assistance. For additional information on Section 4(f) beyond that which is contained in this Section 4(f) Policy Paper, readers should refer to the FHWA Environmental Review Toolkit (http://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/index.asp).

1.2 Authority and Responsibilities

Administration

The authority to administer Section 4(f) and make Section 4(f) approvals resides with the Secretary of the U.S. DOT. The statute designates the Secretaries of the Interior, Housing and Urban Development, and Agriculture, as well as the States, for consultation roles as appropriate. This means that the Secretary of Transportation is responsible for soliciting and considering the comments of these other entities, as well as the appropriate official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) property, as part of the administration of Section 4(f). However, the ultimate decision maker is the Secretary of Transportation. In a number of instances, the Section 4(f) regulations require the concurrence of various officials in limited circumstances as discussed below.

The Secretary of Transportation has delegated the authority for administering Section 4(f) to the FHWA Administrator in 49 CFR 1.48. The authority has been re-delegated to the FHWA Division Administrators, the Associate Administrator for Planning, Environment, and Realty, and the Federal Lands Highway Associate Administrator by Order M1100.1A, Chapter 5, Section 17e and Chapter 6, Section 7d. Any approval of the use of Section 4(f) property, other than use with a de minimis impact or use processed with an existing programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation is subject to legal sufficiency review by the Office of Chief Counsel.

Consultation

The regulations define the entities and individuals who are considered the officials with jurisdiction for various types of property in 23 CFR 774.17. In the case of historic sites, the officials with jurisdiction are the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), or Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO) if the property is located on tribal land\(^2\). If the

---

\(^1\) This may be a Federal Lands Highway Division Office if the project is located on Federal lands.

\(^2\) Tribal lands means all lands within the exterior boundaries of any Indian reservation and all dependent Indian
property is located on tribal land, but the relevant Indian tribe has not assumed the responsibilities of the SHPO, then a representative designated by the tribe shall be recognized as an official with jurisdiction in addition to the SHPO. When the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) is involved in consultation concerning a property under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) (16 U.S.C. § 470), the ACHP is also an official with jurisdiction over that resource for the purposes of Section 4(f). When the Section 4(f) property is a National Historic Landmark (NHL), the designated official of the National Park Service is also an official with jurisdiction over that resource for the purposes of Section 4(f). In the case of public parks, recreation areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges, the official(s) with jurisdiction are the official(s) of the agency or agencies that own or administer the property in question and who are empowered to represent the agency on matters related to the property.

**Coordination**

The regulations require coordination with the official(s) with jurisdiction for the following situations prior to Section 4(f) approval:

- prior to making approvals under 23 CFR 774.3(a);
- determining least overall harm, 23 CFR 774.3(c);
- applying certain programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations, 23 CFR 774.5(c);
- applying Section 4(f) to properties that are subject to Federal encumbrances, 23 CFR 774.5(d);
- applying Section 4(f) to archeological sites discovered during construction, 23 CFR 774.9(e);
- determining if a property is —significant, 23 CFR 774.11(c);
- determining application to multiple-use properties, 23 CFR 774.11(d);
- determining applicability of Section 4(f) to historic sites, 23 CFR 774.11(e);
- determining constructive use, 23 CFR 774.15(d);
- determining if proximity impacts will be mitigated to equivalent or better condition, 23 CFR 774.15(f)(6); and
- evaluating the reasonableness of measures to minimize harm, 23 CFR 774.3(a)(2) and 774.17.

**Concurrence**

The regulations require concurrence of the official(s) with jurisdiction in the following situations:

1) when finding there are no adverse effects prior to making de minimis impact findings, 23 CFR 774.5(b);
2) when applying the exception for restoration, rehabilitation, or maintenance of historic transportation facilities, 23 CFR 774.13(a);
3) when applying the exception for archeological sites of minimal value for preservation in place\(^3\);

\(^3\) 23 CFR 774.13(b)(2) states that official(s) with jurisdiction over the archeological site (i.e., SHPO or THPO) have
4) when applying the exception for temporary occupancies, 23 CFR 774.13(d); and
5) when applying the exception for transportation enhancements activities and mitigation activities, 23 CFR 774.13(g).

When does Section 4(f) Apply?

The statute itself specifies that Section 4(f) applies when a U.S. DOT agency approves a transportation program or project that uses Section 4(f) property. FHWA does not currently approve any transportation programs; thus, Section 4(f) is limited to project approvals. In addition, for the statute to apply to a proposed project there are three conditions that must all be true:

1) The project must require an —approval□ from FHWA in order to proceed;
2) The project must be a —transportation□ project; and
3) The project must require the —use□ of land from a property protected by Section 4(f).


When all of these conditions are true, a Section 4(f) approval is required by FHWA before the proposed project may proceed. Examples of the types of proposed situations where Section 4(f) would not apply include, but are not limited to:

1) A transportation project being constructed solely using State or local funds and not requiring FHWA approval;
2) A project intended to address a purpose that is unrelated to the movement of people, goods, and services from one place to another, i.e. a purpose that is not a transportation purpose4;
3) A project to be located adjacent to a Section 4(f) property, causing only minor proximity impacts to the Section 4(f) property (i.e., no —constructive use□); or
4) A project that will use land from a privately owned park, recreation area or refuge.

Additional information about these examples and many other examples of situations where Section 4(f) approval is not required is located in the questions and answers provided in Part II of this Section 4(f) Policy Paper.

2.0 Background

The FHWA originally issued the Section 4(f) Policy Paper in 1985 with minor amendments in 1989. A 2005 edition provided comprehensive new guidance on when and how to apply the provisions of Section 4(f), including how to choose among alternatives that all would use Section 4(f) property. Later in 2005, Congress

---

4 Most projects funded by FHWA are transportation projects; however, in a few instances certain projects eligible for funding, such as the installation of suicide prevention barriers on a bridge, have been determined not to have a transportation purpose and therefore do not require a Section 4(f) approval.
substantially amended Section 4(f) in the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU), (Pub. L. 109-59 (Aug. 10, 2005), 119 Stat. 1144). Among other changes that will be discussed below, SAFETEA-LU directed the U.S. DOT to revise its Section 4(f) regulations. In response, FHWA and the Federal Transit Administration consulted with interested agencies and environmental organizations before drafting a notice of proposed rulemaking. The notice of proposed rulemaking was published for comment in the Federal Register (71 Fed. Reg. 42611, July 27, 2006).

Following careful consideration of the comments submitted, the new Section 4(f) regulations were issued in March 2008 (73 Fed. Reg. 13368, March 12, 2008). A minor technical correction followed shortly thereafter (73 Fed. Reg. 31609, June 3, 2008). The new Section 4(f) regulations clarified the —feasible and prudent standard, implemented a new method of compliance for *de minimis* impact situations, and updated many other aspects of the regulations, including the adoption of regulatory standards based upon the 2005 edition of the Section 4(f) Policy Paper for choosing among alternatives that all use Section 4(f) property. This 2011 edition of the Section 4(f) Policy Paper includes guidance for all of the changes promulgated in 2008. If any apparent discrepancy between this Section 4(f) Policy Paper and the Section 4(f) regulation should arise, the regulation takes precedence. The previous editions of this Section 4(f) Policy Paper are no longer in effect.

3.0 Analysis Process

3.1 Identification of Section 4(f) Properties

Section 4(f) requires consideration of:

1. parks and recreational areas of national, state, or local significance that are both publicly owned and open to the public,
2. publicly owned wildlife and waterfowl refuges of national, state, or local significance that are open to the public to the extent that public access does not interfere with the primary purpose of the refuge⁵, and
3. historic sites of national, state, or local significance in public or private ownership regardless of whether they are open to the public. See 23 U.S.C. § 138(a) and 49 U.S.C. § 303(a).

When private institutions, organizations, or individuals own parks, recreational areas or wildlife and waterfowl refuges, Section 4(f) does not apply, even if such areas are open to the public. However, if a governmental body has a permanent proprietary interest in the land (such as lease or easement), FHWA will determine on a case-by-case basis whether the particular property should be considered —publicly owned—and, thus, if

---

⁵ Since the primary purpose of a refuge may make it necessary for the resource manager to limit public access for the protection of wildlife or waterfowl, FHWA’s policy is that these facilities are not required to always be open to the public. Some areas of a refuge may be closed to public access at all times or during parts of the year to accommodate preservation objectives.
Section 4(f) applies. Section 4(f) also applies to all historic sites that are listed, or eligible for inclusion, in the National Register of Historic Places (NR) at the local, state, or national level of significance regardless of whether or not the historic site is publicly owned or open to the public.

A publicly owned park, recreational area or wildlife or waterfowl refuge must be a—significant resource for Section 4(f) to apply. See 23 CFR 774.11(c). Resources which meet the definitions above are presumed to be significant unless the official with jurisdiction over the site concludes that the entire site is not significant. FHWA will make an independent evaluation to assure that the official’s finding of significance or non-significance is reasonable. In situations where FHWA’s determination contradicts and overrides that of the official with jurisdiction, the reason for FHWA’s determination should be documented in the project file.

Section 4(f) properties should be identified as early as possible in the planning and project development process in order that complete avoidance of the protected resources can be given full and fair consideration. Historic sites are normally identified during the process required under Section 106 of the NHPA and its implementing regulations (36 CFR Part 800). Accordingly, the Section 106 process must be initiated and resources listed or eligible for listing in the NR identified early enough in project planning or development to determine whether Section 4(f) applies and for avoidance alternatives to be developed and assessed. See 23 CFR 774.11(e).

3.2 Assessing “Use” of Section 4(f) Properties

Once Section 4(f) properties have been identified in the study area, it is necessary to determine if any of them would be used by an alternative or alternatives being carried forward for detailed study. Use in the Section 4(f) context is defined in 23 CFR 774.17 (Definitions) and has very specific meaning (see also Question 7 in this Section 4(f) Policy Paper). Any potential use of Section 4(f) property should always be described in related documentation consistent with this definition, as well as with the language from 23 CFR 774.13(d) (Exceptions) and 774.15 (Constructive Use Determinations), as applicable. It is not recommended to substitute similar terminology such as affected, impacted, or encroached upon in describing when a use occurs, as this may cause confusion or misunderstanding by the reader.

The most common form of use is when land is permanently incorporated into a transportation facility. This occurs when land from a Section 4(f) property is either purchased outright as transportation right-of-way or when the applicant for Federal-aid funds has acquired a sufficient property interest such as a permanent easement for maintenance or other transportation related purpose.

The second form of use is commonly referred to as temporary occupancy and results when Section 4(f) property, in whole or in part, is required for project construction-related activities. The property is not permanently incorporated into a transportation facility but the activity is considered to be adverse in terms of the preservation purpose.
of Section 4(f). 23 CFR 774.13(d) provides the details for determining when a temporary occupancy will use Section 4(f) property or if an exception to Section 4(f) requirements is appropriate. If one or more of the conditions for the exception cannot be met, then the Section 4(f) property is considered used by the project even though the duration of onsite activities is temporary. Written agreement by the official(s) with jurisdiction over the property with respect to all the conditions is necessary and should be retained in the project file. Assurances that documentation will eventually be obtained via subsequent negotiations are not acceptable. Also, it is typical that the activity in question will be detailed in project plans as an integral and necessary feature of the project.

The third and final type of use is called constructive use. A constructive use involves no actual physical use of the Section 4(f) property via permanent incorporation into a transportation facility. A constructive use occurs when the proximity impacts of an alternative adjacent to, or nearby, a Section 4(f) property results in substantial impairment to the property’s features, activities, or attributes that qualify the property for protection under Section 4(f). 23 CFR 774.15 is solely dedicated to addressing the types of impacts that may qualify as constructive use, such as increased noise levels that would substantially interfere with the use of a noise sensitive feature such as a campground or outdoor amphitheater. A project’s proximity to a Section 4(f) property is not in itself an impact that results in constructive use. Also, it is critical that the impact to a Section 4(f) property directly attributable to the project under review be assessed for constructive use, not the overall combined impacts to a property from multiple sources over time. Since constructive use is subjective, FHWA’s delegation of Section 4(f) authority to the FHWA Division Offices requires consultation with the Headquarters Office of Project Development and Environmental Review prior to finalizing any finding of constructive use.

In making any finding of use involving Section 4(f) properties, it is necessary to have up to date right-of-way information and clearly defined property boundaries for the Section 4(f) properties. This is especially true with historic properties. If the historic property boundary of an eligible or listed site has not been previously established via Section 106 consultation, care should be taken in evaluating the site with respect to eligibility criteria. Depending upon its contributing characteristics, the actual legal boundary of the property may not ultimately coincide with the NR boundary. Since preliminary engineering level of detail (not final design) is customary during environmental analyses, it may be necessary to conduct more detailed preliminary design in some portions of the study area to finalize determinations of use.

Late discovery and/or late designations of Section 4(f) properties subsequent to completion of environmental studies may also occur. Each situation must be assessed to determine if the change in Section 4(f) status results in a previously unidentified use consistent with 23 CFR 774.13(c). The assessment of use should be considered and documented, as appropriate, in any re-evaluation of the project.
3.3 Approval Options

When FHWA determines that a project as proposed may use Section 4(f) property, there are three methods available for FHWA to approve the use:

1) preparing a *de minimis* impact determination;
2) applying a programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation, or
3) preparing an individual Section 4(f) evaluation

While the applicant will participate in gathering and presenting the documentation necessary for FHWA to make a Section 4(f) approval, the actual approval action is the FHWA’s responsibility. The three approval options are set out in 23 CFR 774.3 and are discussed below.

3.3.1 Determination of a *De Minimis* Impact to Section 4(f) Property

A *de minimis* impact is one that, after taking into account all measures to minimize harm (such as avoidance, minimization, mitigation or enhancement measures), results in a Section 106 determination of —no adverse effect— or —no historic properties affected— on a historic property or would not adversely affect the activities, features, or attributes qualifying a park, recreation area, or refuge for protection under Section 4(f). In other words, a de minimis impact determination is made for the net impact on the Section 4(f) property. The final project NEPA decision document must incorporate, as binding and enforceable project commitments, all of the measures to minimize harm that were applied to the project by FHWA in order to make the *de minimis* impact determination for the project. 23 CFR 774.7(b). A use of Section 4(f) property having a *de minimis* impact can be approved by FHWA without the need to develop and evaluate alternatives that would avoid using the Section 4(f) property.

A *de minimis* impact determination requires agency coordination and public involvement as specified in 23 CFR 774.5(b). The regulation has different requirements depending upon the type of Section 4(f) property that would be used. For historic sites, the consulting parties identified in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800 must be consulted. The official(s) with jurisdiction must be informed of the intent to make a *de minimis* impact determination and must concur in a finding of —no adverse effect— or —no historic properties affected— in accordance with 36 CFR Part 800.

For parks, recreation areas, or wildlife and waterfowl refuges, the official(s) with jurisdiction over the property and the public must be informed of the intent to make a *de minimis* impact determination, after which an opportunity for public review and comment must be provided. If the official(s) with jurisdiction concurs in writing that the project will not adversely affect the activities, features, or attributes that make the property eligible for Section 4(f) protection, then FHWA may finalize the *de minimis* impact determination. The public notice and opportunity for comment as well as the concurrence for a *de minimis* impact determination may be combined with similar

---

*Regulations implementing Section 106 of the NHPA.*
actions undertaken as part of the NEPA process. If a proposed action does not normally require public involvement, such as for certain minor projects covered by a categorical exclusion, an opportunity for the public to review and comment on the proposed *de minimis* impact determination must be provided. The final determination should be made by the FHWA Division Administrator (or in the case of Federal Lands, the Division Engineer) and all supportive documentation retained as part of the project record (See Section 3.6 of this *Section 4(f) Policy Paper*).

A *de minimis* impact determination (see *Section 4(f) Policy Paper* Question 6) is a finding. It is not an evaluation of alternatives and no avoidance or feasible and prudent avoidance alternative analysis is required. The definition of —all possible planning— in 23 CFR 774.17 explains that a *de minimis* impact determination does not require the traditional second step of including all possible planning to minimize harm because avoidance, minimization, mitigation, or enhancement measures are included as part of the determination.

A *de minimis* impact determination must be supported with sufficient information included in the project record to demonstrate that the *de minimis* impact and coordination criteria are satisfied. 23 CFR 774.7(b). The approval of a *de minimis* impact should be made in the NEPA document (Environmental Assessment (EA) or Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)) Categorical Exclusion (CE) determination, Record of Decision (ROD), Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), or Section 4(f) evaluation when one is prepared for a project. 23 CFR 774.7(f).

When an individual Section 4(f) evaluation is required for a project in which one or more *de minimis* impact determinations will also be made, it is recommended that the individual Section 4(f) evaluation include the relevant documentation to support the proposed *de minimis* impact determination(s).

In situations where FHWA concludes in the evaluation that there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative and there are two or more alternatives that use Section 4(f) property, a least overall harm analysis will be necessary pursuant to 23 CFR 774.3(c) (see Section 3.3.3.2 of this *Section 4(f) Policy Paper*). In such instances, while the *de minimis* impact will be considered in that analysis, the *de minimis* impact is unlikely to be a significant differentiating factor between alternatives because the net harm resulting from the *de minimis* impact is negligible. The determination of least overall harm will depend upon a comparison of the factors listed in the regulation.

### 3.3.2 Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluations

Programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations are a time-saving procedural option for preparing individual Section 4(f) evaluations (discussed in Section 3.3.3) for certain minor uses of Section 4(f) property. Programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations are developed by the Administration based on experience with many projects that have a common fact pattern from a Section 4(f) perspective. Through applying a specific set of criteria, based upon common experience that includes project type, degree of use and impact,
the evaluation of avoidance alternatives is standardized and simplified. An approved programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation may be relied upon to cover a particular project only if the specific conditions in that programmatic evaluation are met.

As of the date of publication of this Section 4(f) Policy Paper, the FHWA has issued five nationwide programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations:

- Nationwide Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for Transportation Projects That Have a Net Benefit to a Section 4(f) Property;
- Final Nationwide Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for Federally-Aided Highway Projects with Minor Involvements with Public Parks, Recreation Lands, Wildlife and Waterfowl Refuges, and Historic Sites;
- Final Nationwide Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for Federally-Aided Highway Projects with Minor Involvements with Historic Sites;
- Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for FHWA Projects that Necessitate the Use of Historic Bridges; and
- Section 4(f) Statement and Determination for Independent Bikeway or Walkway Construction Projects.

Before being adopted, all of the nationwide programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations were published in draft form in the Federal Register for public review and comment. They were also provided to appropriate Federal agencies, including the Department of the Interior (U.S. DOI), for review. Each programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation was reviewed by FHWA’s Office of Chief Counsel for legal sufficiency.

It is not necessary to coordinate project-specific applications of approved programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations with the U.S. DOI unless the U.S. DOI owns or has administrative oversight over the Section 4(f) property involved (is an official with jurisdiction). Similarly, a legal sufficiency review of a project-specific application of an approved programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation is not necessary. As such, a primary benefit to using the prescribed step-by-step approach contained in a programmatic evaluation is the reduction of time to process a Section 4(f) approval.

Documentation required to apply a programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation must support that the specific programmatic criteria have been met. 23 CFR 774.3(d)(1). A separate Section 4(f) document is not required but an indication in the NEPA document that Section 4(f) compliance was satisfied by the applicable programmatic evaluation is required. 23 CFR 774.7(f). The necessary information supporting the applicability of the programmatic evaluation will be retained in the project record (See Section 3.6 of this Section 4(f) Policy Paper).

3.3.3 Individual Project Section 4(f) Evaluations

To approve a project requiring the use of Section 4(f) property for which the use, as described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 above, results in a greater than de minimis impact and a programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation does not cover the situation, an individual
Section 4(f) evaluation must be completed (23 CFR 774.3) The individual Section 4(f) evaluation documents the evaluation of the proposed use of Section 4(f) properties in the project area of all alternatives including the no build. The individual Section 4(f) evaluation requires two findings, which will be discussed in turn: (1) that there is no feasible and prudent alternative that completely avoids the use of Section 4(f) property; and (2) that the project includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the Section 4(f) property resulting from the transportation use. 23 CFR 774.3(a)(1)&(2).

3.3.3.1 Feasible and Prudent Avoidance Alternatives

The intent of the statute, and the policy of FHWA, is to avoid and, where avoidance is not possible, minimize the use of significant public parks, recreation areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges and historic sites by our projects. Unless the use of Section 4(f) property is determined to have a de minimis impact, FHWA must determine that no feasible and prudent alternative exists before approving the use of such land. 23 CFR 774.3. The Section 4(f) regulations refer to an alternative that would not require the use of any Section 4(f) property as an —avoidance alternative. Feasible and prudent avoidance alternatives are those that avoid using any Section 4(f) property and do not cause other severe problems of a magnitude that substantially outweigh the importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property. This section of the Section 4(f) Policy Paper focuses on the identification, development, evaluation, elimination and documentation of potential feasible and prudent avoidance alternatives in a Section 4(f) evaluation document.

The first step in determining whether a feasible and prudent avoidance alternative exists is to identify a reasonable range of project alternatives including those that avoid any Section 4(f) property. The avoidance alternatives will include the no-build. The alternatives screening process performed during the scoping phase of NEPA is a good starting point. Any screening that may have occurred during the transportation planning phase may be considered as well. It may be necessary however, to look for additional alternatives if the planning studies and the NEPA process did not emphasize avoiding Section 4(f) properties. If Section 4(f) avoidance alternatives were eliminated during the earlier phases of project development, they may need to be reconsidered in the Section 4(f) process. In addition, it is often necessary to develop and analyze new alternatives, or new variations of alternatives rejected for non-Section 4(f) reasons during the earlier phases.

The no-action or no-build alternative is an avoidance alternative and should be identified as such. The avoidance alternatives evaluated should be reasonable and should attempt to address the purpose and need of the project. Potential alternatives to avoid the use of Section 4(f) property may include:

- Location Alternatives - A location alternative refers to the re-routing of the entire project along a different alignment.
- Alternative Actions - An alternative action could be a different mode of transportation, such as rail transit or bus service, or some other action that does
not involve construction such as the implementation of transportation management systems or similar measures.

- **Design Shifts** - A design shift is the re-routing of a portion of the project to a different alignment to avoid a specific resource.

- **Design Changes** - A design change is a modification of the proposed design in a manner that would avoid impacts, such as reducing the planned median width, building a retaining wall, or incorporating design exceptions.

When considering design shifts and design changes, it is important to keep in mind the range of allowable variances contained within the —Green Book, A Policy on the Geometric Design of Highways and Streets published by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials. This publication lays out the generally acceptable range of treatments for specific situations; however, there is some flexibility built in and exceptions are occasionally granted when justified. Another important consideration in identifying potential avoidance alternatives is that they should have a reasonable expectation of serving traffic needs that have been identified in the project purpose and need. A final limitation in identifying potential avoidance alternatives is that a project alternative that avoids one Section 4(f) property by using another Section 4(f) property is not an avoidance alternative. The goal is to identify alternatives that would not use any Section 4(f) property. Consequently, at this step of analysis the degree of impact to Section 4(f) property is not relevant – the only question is whether the alternative would require any use of Section 4(f) property because an alternative using any amount of Section 4(f) property is not an avoidance alternative. Subsequent steps in the analysis will consider the degree of impact as well as the availability of measures to minimize impacts.

Once the potential avoidance alternatives have been identified, the next task is to determine, for each potential avoidance option, whether that option is feasible and prudent. The Section 4(f) regulations specify how FHWA is to determine whether a potential avoidance alternative is feasible and prudent in the definition of —feasible and prudent avoidance alternative— located in 23 CFR 774.17. The definition explains that a feasible and prudent avoidance alternative is one that —avoids using Section 4(f) property and does not cause other severe problems of a magnitude that substantially outweigh the importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property. In order to determine whether there are other severe problems of a magnitude that substantially outweighs the importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property, both the feasibility and the prudence of each potential avoidance alternative must be considered.

Care must be taken when making determinations of feasibility and prudence not to forget or de-emphasize the —importance of protecting the Section 4(f) property. This stems from the statute itself, which requires that —special effort should be made to preserve the natural beauty of the countryside and public park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, and historic sites. The regulation incorporates this aspect of the statute in the definition of feasible and prudent avoidance alternative which states that —it is appropriate to consider the relative value of the resource to

---

7 23 U.S.C. § 138(a); 49 U.S.C. § 303(a)
preservation purpose of the statute. In effect, the first part of the definition recognizes the value of the individual Section 4(f) property in question, in context with other properties of the same type. This results in a sliding scale approach that maximizes the protection of Section 4(f) properties that are unique or otherwise of special significance by recognizing that while all Section 4(f) properties are important and should be protected, some Section 4(f) properties are worthy of a greater degree of protection than others.

The regulations state that a potential avoidance alternative is not feasible —if it cannot be built as a matter of sound engineering judgment. If a potential avoidance alternative cannot be built as a matter of sound engineering judgment, the particular engineering problem with the alternative should be documented in the project files with a reasonable degree of explanation. In difficult situations, the FHWA Division may obtain assistance from FHWA subject matter experts located in FHWA Headquarters or the FHWA Resource Center.

The third and final part of the definition sets out factors for determining that a potential avoidance alternative is not prudent if:

1) It compromises the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed in light of the project’s stated purpose and need;
2) It results in unacceptable safety or operational problems;
3) After reasonable mitigation, it still causes severe social, economic, or environmental impacts; severe disruption to established communities; severe or disproportionate impacts to minority or low-income populations; or severe impacts to environmental resources protected under other Federal statutes;
4) It results in additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of extraordinary magnitude;
5) It causes other unique problems or unusual factors; or
6) It involves multiple factors as outlined above that, while individually minor, cumulatively cause unique problems or impacts of extraordinary magnitude.

The prudency determination lends itself to a systematic analysis that applies each of the applicable six factors to the potential avoidance alternative. If a factor is not applicable FHWA recommends simply noting that fact in the analysis.

Supporting documentation is required in the Section 4(f) evaluation for findings of —no feasible and prudent alternatives and —all possible planning to minimize harm. 23 CFR 774.7(a) Documentation of the process used to identify, develop, analyze and eliminate potential avoidance alternatives is very important. The Section 4(f) evaluation should describe all efforts in this regard. This description need not include every possible detail, but it should clearly explain the process that occurred and its results. It is appropriate to maintain detailed information in the project file with a summary in the Section 4(f) Evaluation. If the information is especially voluminous, a technical report should be prepared, summarized, and referenced in the Section 4(f) evaluation.
The discussion may be organized within the Section 4(f) evaluation in any manner that allows the reader to understand the full range of potential avoidance alternatives identified, the process by which potential avoidance alternatives were identified and analyzed for feasibility and prudence. Possible methods for organizing the discussion include a chronological discussion; a discussion organized geographically by project alternatives or project phases of construction; or by the type of Section 4(f) property. For larger highway projects with multiple Section 4(f) properties in the project area, it may be desirable to divide the analysis into a macro and a micro-level discussion. In this organizational scheme, the macro-level discussion would address any end-to-end avoidance alternatives that can be fashioned, as well as any alternative actions to the proposed highway project such as travel demand reduction strategies or enhanced transit service in the project area. The micro-level discussion would then address, for each Section 4(f) property, whether the highway could be routed to avoid the property by shifting to the left or right, by bridging over, or tunneling under the property, or through design changes.

### 3.3.3.2 Alternative with Least Overall Harm

If the analysis described in the preceding section concludes that there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative, then FHWA may approve, from among the remaining alternatives that use Section 4(f) property, only the alternative that causes the —least overall harm in light of the statute’s preservation purpose. This analysis is required when multiple alternatives that use Section 4(f) property remain under consideration. 23 CFR 774.3(c).

To determine which of the alternatives would cause the least overall harm, FHWA must compare seven factors set forth in 23 CFR 774.3(c)(1), concerning the alternatives under consideration. The first four factors relate to the net harm that each alternative would cause to Section 4(f) property:

- the ability to mitigate adverse impacts to each Section 4(f) property (including any measures that result in benefits to the property);
- the relative severity of the remaining harm, after mitigation, to the protected activities, attributes, or features that qualify each Section 4(f) property for protection;
- the relative significance of each Section 4(f) property; and
- the views of the officials with jurisdiction over each Section 4(f) property.

When comparing the alternatives under these factors, FHWA policy is to develop comparable mitigation measures where possible. In other words, the comparison may not be skewed by over-mitigating one alternative while under-mitigating another alternative for which comparable mitigation could be incorporated. In addition, the mitigation measures relied upon as part of this comparison should be incorporated into the selected alternative. If subsequent design or engineering work occurs after the alternative is selected that requires changes to the mitigation plans for Section 4(f) property, FHWA may require revisions to previous mitigation commitments.
commensurate with the extent of design changes in accordance with 23 CFR 771.109(b)&(d), 127(b), 129, and 130.

The remaining three factors enable FHWA to take into account any substantial problem with any of the alternatives remaining under consideration on issues beyond Section 4(f). These factors are:

- the degree to which each alternative meets the purpose and need for the project;
- after reasonable mitigation, the magnitude of any adverse impacts to resources not protected by Section 4(f); and
- substantial differences in costs among the alternatives.

By balancing the seven factors, four of which concern the degree of harm to Section 4(f) properties, FHWA will be able to consider all relevant concerns to determine which alternative would cause the least overall harm in light of the statue’s preservation purpose. The least overall harm balancing test is set forth in 774.3(c)(1). This allows FHWA to fulfill its statutory mandate to make project decisions in the best overall public interest. 23 U.S.C. § 109(h). Through this balancing of factors, FHWA may determine that a serious problem identified in factors (v) through (vii) outweighs relatively minor net harm to a Section 4(f) property. The least overall harm determination also provides FHWA with a way to compare and select between alternatives that would use different types of Section 4(f) properties when competing assessments of significance and harm are provided by the officials with jurisdiction over the impacted properties.

FHWA is required to explain how the seven factors were compared to determine the least overall harm alternative. 23 CFR 774.7(c). The draft Section 4(f) evaluation will disclose the various impacts to the different Section 4(f) properties thereby initiating the balancing process. It should also disclose the relative differences among alternatives regarding non-Section 4(f) issues such as the extent to which each alternative meets the project purpose and need. The disclosure of impacts should include both objective, quantifiable impacts and qualitative measures that provide a more subjective assessment of harm. Preliminary assessment of how the alternatives compare to one another may also be included. After circulation of the draft Section 4(f) evaluation in accordance with 23 CFR 774.5(a), FHWA will consider comments received on the evaluation and finalize the comparison of all factors listed in 23 CFR 774.3(c)(1) for all the alternatives. The analysis and identification of the alternative that has the overall least harm must be documented in the final Section 4(f) evaluation. 23 CFR 774.7(c). In especially complicated projects, the final approval to use the Section 4(f) property may be made in the decision document (ROD or FONSI).

### 3.4 Examples of Section 4(f) Approvals

The table below describes five project alternative scenarios. In each project scenario various alternatives are considered and there are various options available to approve the use of the Section 4(f) property needed for the project. The examples illustrate the approval options as well as the point that in some situations FHWA may only approve a certain alternative.
In Project 1 there is a single build alternative A, for which FHWA determines the use qualifies as a *de minimis* impact and therefore does not require an individual Section 4(f) evaluation. Once the coordination required by 23 CFR 774.5(b) is completed, FHWA may approve the *de minimis* impact and the applicant may proceed with the build alternative.

Project 2 has two alternatives. FHWA determines that alternative A has a *de minimis* impact on one Section 4(f) property, and alternative B has a *de minimis* impact on three Section 4(f) properties. Upon completion of the coordination required by 23 CFR 774.5(b), FHWA may approve either alternative under Section 4(f). As in the previous example, an individual Section 4(f) evaluation is not required, therefore the feasibility and prudence of avoiding Section 4(f) properties does not have to be determined. Further, when there are only *de minimis* impacts, even among multiple alternatives, a least harm analysis is not necessary and there is no need to compare the significance of the competing Section 4(f) properties. The process to choose between alternatives A or B in the second example may be based on non-Section 4(f) considerations as determined appropriate through the project development process.

In Project 3, there are three alternatives under consideration. FHWA determines that alternative A has a *de minimis* impact on a Section 4(f) property, while alternative B has a minor impact on a Section 4(f) property for which the programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation for minor uses is applicable. Alternative C would use a Section 4(f) property to an extent that a *de minimis* impact determination is not possible and no programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation applies. In this example, all three alternatives use a Section 4(f) property and thus none can be considered to be an avoidance alternative. For this project, alternative A may proceed immediately once the coordination required by 23 CFR 774.5 is complete, through an approved *de minimis* impact determination. Alternative B may be approved by following the procedures designated in the applicable programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation, whose end result demonstrates no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative. However, in this example if there are strong reasons why the applicant favors alternative C, then an individual Section 4(f) evaluation can be prepared to consider whether or not alternative C can be approved under Section 4(f). The individual Section 4(f) evaluation first determines that there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative as defined in 23 CFR 774.17. The evaluation then considers which alternative (A, B, or C) has the least overall harm using the factors in 23 CFR 774.3(c). Alternative C could only be approved if it is identified as having the least overall harm, which would be possible, for example, if alternatives A and B both have severe impacts to an important non-Section 4(f) resource and the impacts of alternative C can be adequately mitigated. In that case, upon completion of the coordination required by 23 CFR 775.5(a) and all possible planning to minimize harm as defined in 23 CFR 774.17, alternative C could be approved.

Project 4 differs slightly in having multiple *de minimis* impacts to Section 4(f) properties with alternative A, and a mix of *de minimis* impacts and greater than *de minimis* impacts with alternative B. If alternative A is chosen, FHWA would satisfy Section 4(f) by
making a *de minimis* impact determination for each property used in accordance with 23 CFR 774.3(b), 774.5(b), and 774.7(c). To consider selecting alternative B, an individual Section 4(f) evaluation would be prepared in accordance with 23 CFR 774.3(a), 774.5(a), and 774.7(a). In this example, an additional alternative C is developed as part of the Section 4(f) evaluation. Alternative C avoids using any Section 4(f) property, and the evaluation then determines, using the definition in 23 CFR 774.17, that alternative C is feasible and prudent. Alternative C may proceed immediately because it does not use any Section 4(f) property and no Section 4(f) approval is needed. In this example, since alternative C is a feasible and prudent avoidance alternative FHWA may not approve alternative B, although alternative A would still be available for selection because its impacts on Section 4(f) properties are *de minimis*. However, if the facts are changed and we now assume that the evaluation of avoidance alternative C had found that it was not feasible and prudent, then the Section 4(f) evaluation could be completed. The evaluation would determine the least overall harm amongst alternatives A and B using the factors in 23 CFR 774.3(c). (In this variation of the example, the least overall harm determination does not include alternative C in the comparison because alternative C was previously eliminated when it was found not to be feasible and prudent.) Alternative B could only be approved if it is identified as having the least overall harm. This would be possible, for example if alternative A would not meet the project purpose and need as well as alternative B, alternative A would be substantially more expensive, and the Section 4(f) property used by alternative B has no unusual significance and could be adequately mitigated. In that example, upon completion of the coordination required by 23 CFR 774.5(a) and all possible planning to minimize harm as defined in 23 CFR 774.17, alternative B could be approved even though it uses Section 4(f) property.

Project 5 has two alternatives, both having greater than *de minimis* impacts on a different Section 4(f) property. To choose among alternatives A and B, an individual Section 4(f) evaluation must be prepared in accordance with 23 CFR 774.3(a), 774.5(a), and 774.7(a) that demonstrates no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative exists, and a least overall harm analysis must be completed using the factors in 23 CFR 774.3(c). The alternative identified as having the least overall harm may proceed upon completion of the coordination required by 23 CFR 774.5(a) and all possible planning to minimize harm as defined in 23 CFR 774.17.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALTERNATIVE</th>
<th>USE OF SECTION 4(f)</th>
<th>INDIVIDUAL PROPERTY EVALUATION?</th>
<th>OUTCOME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project 1, alternative A</td>
<td>De minimis impact</td>
<td>Not necessary</td>
<td>May proceed with A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 2, alternative A</td>
<td>De minimis impact on one property</td>
<td>Not necessary</td>
<td>May proceed with A or B; Section 4(f) is not determinative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 2, alternative B</td>
<td>De minimis impact on three properties</td>
<td>Not necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 3, alternative A</td>
<td>De minimis impact</td>
<td>Not necessary</td>
<td>May proceed with A or B; Section 4(f) is not determinative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 3, alternative B</td>
<td>Minor use, programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation is applicable</td>
<td>Not necessary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 3, alternative C</td>
<td>Greater than de minimis impact</td>
<td>Necessary. If no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative is identified, then a least overall harm analysis would compare A, B, and C</td>
<td>May proceed with C only if C has less overall harm than A or B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 4, alternative A</td>
<td>De minimis impact on two properties</td>
<td>Not necessary</td>
<td>May proceed with A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 4, alternative B</td>
<td>De minimis impact on one property &amp; greater than de minimis impact on another property</td>
<td>Necessary. As part of the evaluation, a new Alternative C is developed that avoids using Section 4(f) property.</td>
<td>If C is found feasible and prudent, can not proceed with B. If C is not feasible and prudent, may proceed with B only if B has less overall harm than A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 4, alternative C</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Not necessary to complete the Section 4(f) evaluation to proceed with C.</td>
<td>May proceed with C; no Section 4(f) approval is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 5, alternative A</td>
<td>Greater than de minimis impact</td>
<td>Necessary. The evaluation must seek to identify feasible and prudent avoidance alternatives. Assuming none are found, then a least harm analysis will compare A and B.</td>
<td>Least overall harm analysis determines which alternative, A or B, may proceed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project 5, alternative B</td>
<td>Greater than de minimis impact</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5 All Possible Planning to Minimize Harm

After determining that there are no feasible and prudent alternatives to avoid the use of Section 4(f) property, the project approval process for an individual Section 4(f) evaluation requires the consideration and documentation of —all possible planning to minimize harm to Section 4(f) property, 23 CFR 774.3(a)(2). All possible planning, defined in 23 CFR 774.17, means that —all reasonable measures identified in the Section 4(f) evaluation to minimize harm or mitigate for adverse impacts and effects must be included in the project. All possible planning to minimize harm does not require analysis of feasible and prudent avoidance alternatives, since such analysis will have already occurred in the context of searching for feasible and prudent alternatives that avoid Section 4(f) properties altogether under § 774.3(a)(1).

Minimization of harm may entail both alternative design modifications that reduce the amount of Section 4(f) property used and mitigation measures that compensate for residual impacts. Minimization and mitigation measures should be determined through consultation with the official(s) with jurisdiction. These include the SHPO and/or THPO for historic properties or officials owning or administering the resource for other types of Section 4(f) properties. Neither the Section 4(f) statute nor regulations requires the replacement of Section 4(f) property used for highway projects, but this option may be the most straightforward means of minimizing harm to the Section 4(f) resource and is permitted under 23 CFR 710.509 as a mitigation measure for direct project impacts.

Mitigation measures involving public parks, recreation areas, or wildlife or waterfowl refuges may involve a replacement of land and/or facilities of comparable value and function, or monetary compensation to enhance the remaining land. Mitigation of historic sites usually consists of those measures necessary to preserve the historic integrity of the site and agreed to in accordance with 36 CFR 800 by FHWA, the SHPO or THPO, and others. In any case, the cost of mitigation should be a reasonable public expenditure in light of the severity of the impact on the Section 4(f) property in accordance with 23 CFR 771.105(d). Section 6(f) of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act has its own mitigation requirements when land acquired or improved with such funds must be transferred to a transportation use and compliance with these Section 6(f) requirements should also be described as part of the Section 4(f) discussion of all possible planning to minimize harm.

3.6 Documentation

The Section 4(f) statute does not require the preparation, distribution or circulation of written Section 4(f) documents for compliance. The U.S. DOT developed departmental requirements for documenting Section 4(f) analysis and approvals (DOT Order 5610.1C) which have been incorporated into FHWA regulations, guidance and policy. FHWA's procedures and guidance regarding the preparation and circulation of Section 4(f) documents is contained in 23 CFR 774.5 and FHWA's Technical Advisory, T 6640.8A, Guidance for Preparing and Processing of Environmental and Section 4(f) Documents. These and other resources are available at the FHWA Environmental

The documentation of all Section 4(f) de minimis impact determinations, programmatic and individual evaluations is intended to establish a record of the process and to ensure that the regulatory and statutory requirements have been met. Specific data, information, determinations, and approvals must be included in, or accompany, the NEPA document for a project that uses Section 4(f) property. 23 CFR 771.133. Additional data supporting the determination of applicability of Section 4(f) to a specific property, de minimis impact determinations, avoidance alternatives analysis, coordination, all possible planning to minimize harm and the resulting minimization measures should be maintained in the project record. Documentation of a de minimis impact determination, in the NEPA document or evaluation, must include the measures relied upon to minimize harm. 23 CFR 774.7(b).

The project record is the agency's written record that memorializes the basis for determining that an impact is de minimis or that there is no feasible and prudent avoidance alternative to the use of the Section 4(f) property and that FHWA used all possible planning to minimize harm to Section 4(f) property. When the agency determines that Section 4(f) is not applicable to a particular resource, written documentation of that decision should also be maintained as part of the project record. The project record should include emails and other electronic information that is applicable to the decision-making process.

If a Section 4(f) approval is legally challenged, it will be reviewed in accordance with the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) that provides judicial deference to U.S. DOT actions. Under the APA, the agency's action must be upheld unless it is arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law (5 U.S.C. § 706 (2)(A)). The court will review the administrative record to determine whether FHWA complied with the essential elements of Section 4(f). If an inadequate administrative record is prepared, the court will lack the required Section 4(f) documentation to review and, therefore, will be unable to defer to it, especially when a Section 4(f) evaluation is not required. While agency decisions are entitled to a presumption of regularity and the courts are not empowered to substitute their judgment for that of the agency, judges will carefully review whether the agency followed the applicable requirements. In order to demonstrate this, an adequate administrative record should contain the following essential information:

- Applicability or non-applicability of Section 4(f) to a park, recreation, refuge or historic property proposed to be used by a project;
- Results of coordination with the officials with jurisdiction for administering the property, relative to the determination of Section 4(f) significance of the property, the primary purpose and protected activities, features, or attributes of the property, de minimis impact determinations, mitigation measures, etc.;
- Location and design alternatives considered to avoid the use for impacts other than de minimis or to minimize the use and harm to the Section 4(f) property;
- Analysis of the impacts caused by avoiding the Section 4(f) property for
impacts other than *de minimis*;
- Analysis of the impacts caused by alternatives that use Section 4(f) property;
- Least Overall Harm Analysis, if appropriate;
- All measures to minimize harm, such as design variations, landscaping and other mitigation; and
- Responses to comments received during the coordination procedures required by 23 CFR 774.5.

While the development of a good administrative record is important and should be initiated at the very beginning of a project and maintained throughout the process, certain information regarding the Section 4(f) process and approval must be included in and/or accompany the project specific NEPA document as described in 23 CFR 774.7. This includes *de minimis* impact findings and individual Section 4(f) evaluations for non-*de minimis* impacts. Also, when circulated with the project NEPA document it will permit FHWA to satisfy the public involvement requirements required for *de minimis* impact findings or obtain comments on avoidance alternatives and measures to minimize harm for uses with greater than *de minimis* impacts. Documentation supporting a Section 4(f) approval will be included in the EIS, EA, or for a project classified as a CE, in a separate document.
PART II. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS REGARDING SECTION 4(f)
APPLICABILITY AND COMPLIANCE

The following questions and answers are intended to provide additional and detailed guidance for complying with the requirements of Section 4(f). Examples to aid in determining the applicability of Section 4(f) to various types of property and project situations are included. These examples represent FHWA’s policy regarding Section 4(f) compliance for situations most often encountered in the project development process. Since it is impossible to address every situation that could occur, it is recommended that the FHWA Division Office be consulted for advice and assistance in determining the applicability of Section 4(f) to specific circumstances not covered in this paper. The FHWA Division Offices are encouraged to consult with the Headquarters Office of Project Development and Environmental Review, the Resource Center Environment Technical Services Team and/or the Office of the Chief Counsel in cases where additional assistance in Section 4(f) matters is required.

IDENTIFICATION OF SECTION 4(f) PROPERTIES

1. Public Parks, Public Recreation Areas and Wildlife and Waterfowl Refuges

Question 1A: When is publicly owned land considered to be a park, recreation area or wildlife and waterfowl refuge?

Answer: Publicly owned land is considered to be a park, recreation area or wildlife and waterfowl refuge when the land has been officially designated as such by a Federal, State or local agency, and the officials with jurisdiction over the land determine that its primary purpose is as a park, recreation area, or refuge. —Primary purpose is related to a property’s primary function and how it is intended to be managed. Incidental, secondary, occasional or dispersed activities similar to park, recreational or refuge activities do not constitute a primary purpose within the context of Section 4(f). Likewise, unauthorized uses, such as ad hoc trails created by the public within a conservation area, should not be considered a protected activity.

In addition, the statute itself requires that a property must be a significant public park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge. The term —significant— means that in comparing the availability and function of the park, recreation area or wildlife and waterfowl refuge, with the park, recreation or refuge objectives of the agency, community or authority, the property in question plays an important role in meeting those objectives. Except for certain multiple-use land holdings (Question 4), significance determinations are applicable to the entire property and not just to the portion of the property proposed for use by a project.

Significance determinations of publicly owned land considered to be a park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge are made by the official(s) with
jurisdiction over the property. The meaning of the term significance, for purposes of Section 4(f), should be explained to the official(s) with jurisdiction if the official(s) are not familiar with Section 4(f). Management plans or other official forms of documentation regarding the land, if available and up-to-date, are important and should be obtained from the official(s) and retained in the project file. If a determination from the official(s) with jurisdiction cannot be obtained, and a management plan is not available or does not address the significance of the property, the property will be presumed to be significant. However, all determinations, whether stated or presumed, and whether confirming or denying significance of a property for the purposes of Section 4(f), are subject to review by FHWA for reasonableness pursuant to 23 CFR 774.11(c). When FHWA changes a determination of significance, the basis for this determination will be included in the project records and discussed in the environmental documentation for the proposed action.

**Question 1B:** Can an easement or other encumbrance on private property result in that property being subject to Section 4(f)?

**Answer:** Yes. Generally, an easement is the right to use real property without possessing it, entitling the easement holder to the privilege of some specific and limited use of the land. Easements take many forms and are obtained for a variety of purposes by different parties. Easements or similar encumbrances restricting a property owner from making certain uses of his/her property, such as conservation easements, are commonly encountered during transportation project development. Easements such as these often exist for the purpose of preserving open space, protection of habitat, or to limit the extent and density of development in a particular area, and they may be held by Federal, State or local agencies or non-profit groups or other advocacy organizations.

Although it is unlikely that a conservation easement would meet all of the requirements necessary to treat the property as a significant publicly-owned public park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge, it is a possibility that mandates careful case-by-case consideration when encountered. The terms of the easement should be carefully examined to determine if Section 4(f) applies to the property. Factors to consider include, but are not limited to, the purpose of the easement, the term of the easement, degree of public access to the property, how the property is to be managed and by whom, what parties obtained the easement (public agency or non-public group), termination clauses, and what restrictions the easement places on the property owner’s use of the easement area. Questions on whether or not an easement conveys Section 4(f) status to a property should be referred to the FHWA Division Office and, if necessary, the Division Office should consult with the Headquarters Office of Project Development and Environmental Review, the Headquarters Office of Real Estate Services, the Resource Center Environment Technical Service Team, or the Office of Chief Counsel.
Easements and deed restrictions for the purpose of historic preservation are also commonly encountered during transportation project development. Section 4(f) applicability questions are unlikely to be encountered for these properties because if the property is not on or eligible for the NR Section 4(f) does not apply, notwithstanding the preservation easement. If the property is on or eligible for the NR, Section 4(f) applies. However, the existence and nature of such easements should be documented and considered as necessary within the feasible and prudent analysis and least harm analysis if a Section 4(f) evaluation is prepared.

**Question 1C:** When does a lease agreement with a governmental body constitute public ownership?

**Answer:** In some instances, a lease agreement between a private landowner and a governmental body may constitute a proprietary interest in the land for purposes of Section 4(f). Generally, under a long term lease of 30 or more years to a governmental body, such land may be considered to be “publicly owned” land and if the property is being managed by the governmental body as a significant public park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge then a use of the property will be subject to the requirements of Section 4(f). Such lease agreements should be examined on a case-by-case basis with consideration of such factors as the term of the lease, the understanding of the parties to the lease, the existence of a cancellation clause, and how long the lease has been in place. Questions on whether or not the leasehold constitutes public ownership should be referred to the FHWA Division Office, and if necessary the Division Office should consult with the Headquarters Office of Project Development and Environmental Review, the Resource Center Environment Technical Service Team, or the Office of Chief Counsel.

**Question 1D:** Are significant publicly owned parks and recreation areas that are not open to the general public subject to the requirements of Section 4(f)?

**Answer:** The requirements of Section 4(f) would apply if the entire public park or public recreation area permits visitation of the general public at any time during the normal operating hours. Section 4(f) would not apply when visitation is permitted to a select group only and not to the entire public. Examples of select groups include residents of a public housing project; military service members and their dependents; students of a public school; and students, faculty, and alumni of a public college or university (Question 18B). FHWA does, however, strongly encourage the preservation of such parks and recreation areas even though they may not be open to the general public or are not publicly owned and therefore are not protected by Section 4(f).

It should be noted that wildlife and waterfowl refuges have not been included in this discussion. Many wildlife and waterfowl refuges allow public access, while others may restrict public access to certain areas within the refuge or during
certain times or seasons of the year for the protection of refuge habitat or species. In these cases, the property should be examined by the FHWA Division Office to verify that the primary purpose of the property is for wildlife and waterfowl refuge activities and not for other non-Section 4(f) activities, and that the restrictions on public access are limited to measures necessary to protect refuge habitat or species.

**Question 1E: What is a wildlife and waterfowl refuge for purposes of Section 4(f)?**

**Answer:** The term —wildlife and waterfowl refuge—is not defined in the Section 4(f) law. On the same day in 1966 that Section 4(f) was passed, Congress also passed the National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act (Pub. L. 89-669, 80 Stat. 926)—to provide for the conservation, protection, and propagation of native species of fish and wildlife, including migratory birds, that are threatened with extinction; to consolidate the authorities relating to the administration by the Secretary of the Interior of the National Wildlife Refuge System; and for other purposes. The Refuge System referred to in that Act includes areas that were designated as wildlife refuges and waterfowl refuges. FHWA has considered this contemporaneous legislation in our implementation of Section 4(f) regarding refuges. For purposes of Section 4(f), National Wildlife Refuges are always considered wildlife and waterfowl refuges by FHWA in administering Section 4(f); therefore no individual determination of their Section 4(f) status is necessary. In addition, any significant publicly owned public property (including waters) where the primary purpose of such land is the conservation, restoration, or management of wildlife and waterfowl resources including, but not limited to, endangered species and their habitat is considered by FHWA to be a wildlife and waterfowl refuge for purposes of Section 4(f).

In determining the primary purpose of the land, consideration should be given to: 1) the authority under which the land was acquired; 2) lands with special national or international designations; 3) the management plan for the land; and, 4) whether the land has been officially designated by a Federal, State, or local agency with jurisdiction over the land as an area whose primary purpose and function is the conservation, restoration, or management of wildlife and waterfowl resources including, but not limited to, endangered species and their habitat. Many refuge-type properties permit recreational activities that are generally considered not to conflict with species conservation, such as trails, wildlife observation and picnicking. Other activities, such as educational programs,
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8 The National Wildlife Refuge System is currently comprised of “the various categories of areas that are administered by the Secretary for the conservation of fish and wildlife, including species that are threatened with extinction, all lands, waters, and interests therein administered by the Secretary as wildlife refuges, areas for the protection and conservation of fish and wildlife that are threatened with extinction, wildlife ranges, game ranges, wildlife management areas, or waterfowl production areas”16 U.S.C. § 668dd(a)(1).

9 The DOI’s regulations state: “All national wildlife refuges are maintained for the primary purpose of developing a national program of wildlife and ecological conservation and rehabilitation. These refuges are established for the restoration, preservation, development and management of wildlife and wildlands habitat; for the protection and preservation of endangered or threatened species and their habitat; and for the management of wildlife and wildlands to obtain the maximum benefits from these resources.” 50 CFR 25.11(b).
hunting, and fishing, may also be allowed when the activity is consistent with the broader species conservation goals for the property.

Examples of properties that may function as wildlife and waterfowl refuges for purposes of Section 4(f) include: State or Federal wildlife management areas, a wildlife reserve, preserve or sanctuary; and waterfowl production areas including wetlands and uplands that are permanently set aside (in a form of public ownership) primarily for refuge purposes. FHWA should consider the ownership, significance and primary purpose of such properties in determining if Section 4(f) will apply. In making the determination, the FHWA should review the existing management plan and consult with the Federal, State or local official(s) with jurisdiction over the property. In appropriate cases, these types of properties will be considered multiple-use public land holdings (23 CFR 774.11(d) and Question 4) and must be treated accordingly.

A variety of Federal grant programs are administered by the U.S. DOI in support of hunting, fishing, and related resource conservation. While the mere fact that a property owned by a State or local government has at some time in the past been the beneficiary of such a grant does not automatically confer Section 4(f) status, the existence and terms of such a prior grant, when known, should be considered along with the other aspects of the property described above when determining if the property should be treated as a wildlife and waterfowl refuge for purposes of Section 4(f).

2. Historic Sites

Question 2A: How is Section 4(f) significance of historic sites determined?

Answer: The definition of "historic site" is included in 23 CFR 774.17. For purposes of Section 4(f), a historic site is significant only if it is on or eligible for the NR. Pursuant to the NHPA, FHWA in cooperation with the applicant consults with the SHPO and/or THPO, tribes that may attach religious and cultural significance to the property, and when appropriate, with local officials to determine whether a site is on or eligible for the NR. In case of disagreement between FHWA and the SHPO/THPO or if so directed by the ACHP, FHWA shall request a determination of eligibility be made to the Keeper of the NR. A third party may also seek the involvement of the Keeper through the ACHP for a determination of eligibility.

Question 2B: How does Section 4(f) apply in historic districts that are on or eligible for the NR?

Answer: Within a NR listed or eligible historic district, FHWA's long-standing policy is that Section 4(f) applies to the use of those properties that are considered contributing to the eligibility of the historic district, as well as any individually eligible property within the district. Properties within the boundaries
of a historic district are assumed to contribute, unless they are determined in consultation with the SHPO/THPO not to contribute. See Answer to 7C for more information.

**Question 2C:** How should the boundaries of a property eligible for listing on the NR be determined where a boundary has not been established?

**Answer:** In this situation, FHWA makes the determination of a historic property's boundary under the regulations implementing Section 106 of the NHPA in consultation with the SHPO/THPO. The identification of historic properties and the determination of boundaries should be undertaken with the assistance of qualified professionals during the early stages of the NEPA process. This process should include the collection, evaluation and presentation of the information to document FHWA's determination of the property boundaries. The determination of eligibility, which would include boundaries of the site, rests with FHWA, but if the SHPO or THPO objects, or if the ACHP or the Secretary of the Interior so requests, then FHWA must obtain a determination from the Keeper of the NR.

Selection of boundaries is a judgment based on the nature of the property’s significance, integrity, setting and landscape features, functions and research value. Most boundary determinations will take into account the modern legal boundaries, historic boundaries (identified in tax maps, deeds, or plats), natural features, cultural features and the distribution of resources as determined by survey and testing for subsurface resources. Legal property boundaries often coincide with the proposed or eligible historic site boundaries, but not always and, therefore, should be individually reviewed for reasonableness. The type of property at issue, be it a historic building, structure, object, site or district and its location in either urban, suburban or rural areas, should include the consideration of various and differing factors set out in the *National Park Service Bulletin: Defining Boundaries for National Register Properties*.

**Question 2D:** How are National Historic Landmarks (NHL) treated under Section 4(f)?

**Answer:** Section 4(f) requirements related to the potential use of an NHL designated by the Secretary of Interior are essentially the same as they are for any historic property determined eligible under the Section 106 process, except that the July 5, 1983 *Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for FHWA Projects that Necessitate the Use of Historic Bridges* may not be relied upon to approve the use of a historic bridge that is an NHL.

Section 110(f) of the NHPA (16 U.S.C. § 470-h-2) outlines the specific actions that an Agency must take when a NHL may be directly and adversely affected by an undertaking. Agencies must, "to the maximum extent possible ... minimize harm" to the NHL affected by an undertaking. While not expressly stated in the
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10 [www.cr.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/boundaries](http://www.cr.nps.gov/nr/publications/bulletins/boundaries)
Section 4(f) statute or regulations, the importance and significance of the NHL should be considered in the FHWA's Section 4(f) analysis of least overall harm pursuant to 23 CFR 774.3(c)(1)(iii). In addition, where there is a potential adverse effect to an NHL determined under the Section 106 process, the Secretary of Interior must be notified and given the option to participate in the Section 106 process. When the U.S. DOI has elected to participate, their representative should be recognized as an additional official with jurisdiction and included in the required coordination in the course of the Section 4(f) process.

3. Archeological Resources

Question 3A: When does Section 4(f) apply to archeological sites?

Answer: Section 4(f) applies to archeological sites that are on or eligible for the NR and that warrant preservation in place, including those sites discovered during construction (Question 3B). Section 4(f) does not apply if FHWA determines, after consultation with the SHPO/THPO, that the archeological resource is important chiefly because of what can be learned by data recovery (even if it is agreed not to recover the resource) and has minimal value for preservation in place and the SHPO/THPO does not object to this determination. See 23 CFR 774.13(b). The destruction of a significant archaeological resource without first recovering the knowledge of the past inherent in that resource should not be taken lightly. Efforts to develop and execute a data recovery plan should be addressed in the Section 106 process.

Question 3B: How are archeological sites discovered during construction of a project handled?

Answer: When archeological sites are discovered during construction, FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.9(e) and 11(f). For sites discovered during construction, where preservation in place is warranted, the Section 4(f) process will be expedited. In such cases, the evaluation of feasible and prudent alternatives will take into account the level of investment already made. The review process, including the consultation with other agencies should be shortened, as appropriate consistent with the process set forth in the Section 106 of the NHPA regulations and should include Indian tribes that may attach religious and cultural significance to them.\(^{11}\) This section of the regulations addresses how to satisfy the agency’s responsibilities for discovered archeological sites. Discoveries may be addressed prior to construction in agreement documents that set forth procedures that plan for subsequent discoveries. When discoveries occur without prior planning, the regulation calls for reasonable efforts to avoid, minimize, or mitigate such sites and provides an expedited timeframe for interested parties to reach resolution regarding treatment of the site. A decision to apply Section 4(f) to an archeological discovery during construction would trigger an expedited Section 4(f) evaluation and, because the

\(^{11}\) 36 CFR 800.13
U.S. DOI has a responsibility to review individual Section 4(f) evaluations and is not usually a party to the Section 106 process, the U.S. DOI should be notified and any comments they provide considered within a shortened response period.

**Question 3C:** How do the Section 4(f) requirements apply to archaeological districts?

**Answer:** Section 4(f) requirements apply to archeological districts in the same way they apply in historic districts, but only where preservation in place is warranted. Section 4(f) would not apply if after consultation with the SHPO/THPO, FHWA determines that the project would occupy only a part of the archaeological district which is considered a non-contributing element of that district or that the project occupies only a part of the district which is important chiefly because of what can be learned by data recovery and has minimal value for preservation in place. As with a historic district, if FHWA determines the project will result in an adverse effect on an archaeological district, which is significant for preservation in place, then FHWA must consider whether or not the proximity impacts will result in a substantial impairment and a constructive use determination is warranted in accordance with 23 CFR 774.15.

**4. Public Multiple-Use Land Holdings**

**Question 4:** Are multiple-use public land holdings (e.g., National Forests, State Forests, Bureau of Land Management lands) subject to the requirements of Section 4(f)?

**Answer:** When applying Section 4(f) to multiple-use public land holdings, FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.11(d). Section 4(f) applies only to those portions of a multiple-use public property that are designated by statute or identified in an official management plan of the administering agency as being primarily for public park, recreation, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge purposes, and are determined to be significant for such purposes. Section 4(f) will also apply to any historic sites within the multiple-use public property that are on or eligible for the NR. Multiple-use public land holdings are often vast in size, and by definition these properties are comprised of multiple areas that serve different purposes. Section 4(f) does not apply to those areas within a multiple-use public property that function primarily for any purpose other than significant park, recreation or refuge purposes. For example, within a National Forest, there can be areas that qualify as Section 4(f) resources (e.g. campgrounds, trails, picnic areas) while other areas of the property function primarily for purposes other than park, recreation or a refuge such as timber sales or mineral extraction. Coordination with the official(s) with jurisdiction and examination of the management plan for the area will be necessary to determine if Section 4(f) should apply to an area of a multiple-use property that would be impacted by a transportation project.

For multiple-use public land holdings which either do not have formal management plans or when the existing formal management plan is out-of-date,
FHWA will examine how the property functions and how it is being managed to determine Section 4(f) applicability for the various areas of the property. This review will include coordination with the official(s) with jurisdiction over the property.

5. Tribal Lands and Indian Reservations

Question 5: How are lands owned by Federally Recognized Tribes, and/or Indian Reservations treated for the purposes of Section 4(f)?

Answer: Federally recognized Indian Tribes are sovereign nations and the land owned by them is not considered publicly owned within the meaning of Section 4(f). Therefore, Section 4(f) does not automatically apply to tribal land. In situations where it is determined that the property or resource owned by a Tribal Government or within an Indian Reservation functions as a significant public park, recreational area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge (which is open to the general public), or is eligible for the NR, the land would be considered Section 4(f) property.

6. Traditional Cultural Places (TCPs)

Question 6: Are lands that are considered to be traditional cultural places subject to the provisions of Section 4(f)?

Answer: A TCP is defined generally as land that may be eligible for inclusion in the NR because of its association with cultural practices or beliefs of a living community that; (a) are rooted in that community's history, and (b) are important in maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the community. Land referred to as a TCP is not automatically considered historic property, or treated differently from other potentially historic property. A TCP must also meet the NR criteria as a site, structure, building, district, or object to be eligible under Section 106, and thus for Section 4(f) protection. See 23 CFR 774.11(e).

For those TCPs related to an Indian tribe, the THPO or tribal resource administrator should be consulted in determining whether the TCP is on or eligible for the NR. For other TCPs, the SHPO should be consulted as the official with jurisdiction.

USE OF SECTION 4(f) PROPERTIES

7. Use of Section 4(f) Property

---

**Question 7A:** What constitutes a transportation use of property from publicly owned public parks, public recreation areas, wildlife and waterfowl refuges and public or privately owned historic sites?

**Answer:** A use of Section 4(f) property is defined in 23 CFR 774.17. A use occurs when:

1) Land is **permanently incorporated** into a transportation facility;

2) There is a **temporary occupancy** of land that is adverse in terms of the Section 4(f) statute's preservationist purposes; or

3) There is a **constructive use** of a Section 4(f) property.

**Permanent Incorporation:** Land is considered permanently incorporated into a transportation project when it has been purchased as right-of-way or sufficient property interests have otherwise been acquired for the purpose of project implementation. For example, a permanent easement required for the purpose of project construction or that grants a future right of access onto a Section 4(f) property, such as for the purpose of routine maintenance by the transportation agency, would be considered a permanent incorporation of land into a transportation facility.

**Temporary Occupancy:** Examples of temporary occupancy of Section 4(f) land include right-of-entry, project construction, a temporary easement, or other short-term arrangement involving a Section 4(f) property. A temporary occupancy will not constitute a Section 4(f) use when all of the conditions listed in 23 CFR 774.13(d) are satisfied:

(1) Duration must be temporary, i.e., less than the time needed for construction of the project, and there should be no change in ownership of the land;

(2) Scope of the work must be minor, i.e., both the nature and the magnitude of the changes to the Section 4(f) property are minimal;

(3) There are no anticipated permanent adverse physical impacts, nor will there be interference with the protected activities, features or attributes of the property, on either a temporary or permanent basis;

(4) The land being used must be fully restored, i.e., the property must be returned to a condition which is at least as good as that which existed prior to the project; and

(5) There must be documented agreement of the official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) resource regarding the above conditions.

In situations where the above criteria cannot be met, the temporary occupancy will be a use of Section 4(f) property and the appropriate Section 4(f) analysis, coordination, and documentation will be required. See 23 CFR 774.13(d).
those cases where a temporary occupancy constitutes a use of Section 4(f) property and the *de minimis* impact criteria (Questions 10 and 11) are also met, a *de minimis* impact finding may be made. *De minimis* impact findings should not be made in temporary occupancy situations that do not constitute a use of Section 4(f) property.

**Constructive Use** FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.15 to determine whether or not there is a constructive use of Section 4(f) property. Constructive use of Section 4(f) property is only possible in the absence of a permanent incorporation of land or a temporary occupancy of the type that constitutes a Section 4(f) use. Constructive use occurs when the proximity impacts of a project on an adjacent or near-by Section 4(f) property, after incorporation of impact mitigation, are so severe that the activities, features or attributes that qualify the property for protection under Section 4(f) are substantially impaired. Substantial impairment occurs when the activities, features or attributes of the Section 4(f) property are substantially diminished. This means that the value of the resource, in terms of its Section 4(f) purpose and significance (Question 1), will be substantially impaired. The degree of impact and impairment must be determined in consultation with the officials with jurisdiction in accordance with 23 CFR 774.15(d)(3). In those situations where a potential constructive use can be reduced below a substantial impairment by the inclusion of mitigation measures, there will be no constructive use and Section 4(f) will not apply.

The Section 4(f) regulations identify specific project situations where constructive use would and would not occur. The impacts of projects adjacent to or in reasonable proximity of Section 4(f) property should be carefully examined early in the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process pursuant to 23 CFR Part 771. If it is determined that the proximity impacts do not cause a substantial impairment, FHWA can reasonably conclude that there will be no constructive use. The analysis of proximity affects and potential constructive use should be documented in the project record. Except for responding to review comments in NEPA documents that specifically address constructive use, the term "constructive use" need not be used. Where a constructive use determination seems likely, the FHWA Division Office is required by the Administrator’s delegation of Section 4(f) authority to consult with the Headquarters Office of Project Development and Environmental Review before the determination is finalized.

Since a *de minimis* impact finding can only be made where the transportation use does not adversely affect the activities, features, or attributes that qualify a property for protection under Section 4(f), a *de minimis* impact finding is inappropriate where a project results in a constructive use. See 23 CFR 774.3(b) and the definition of *de minimis* impact in 774.17
**Question 7B:** Does Section 4(f) apply when there is an adverse effect determination under the regulations implementing Section 106 of the NHPA?

**Answer:** FHWA’s determination of adverse effect under the Section 106 process does not automatically mean that Section 4(f) will apply. Nor does a determination of no adverse effect mean that Section 4(f) will not apply in some cases. When a project permanently incorporates land of a historic site, regardless of the Section 106 determination, Section 4(f) will apply. If a project does not permanently incorporate land from the historic property but results in an adverse effect, it will be necessary for FHWA to further assess the proximity impacts of the project in terms of the potential for —constructive use (Question 7A). This analysis is necessary to determine if the proximity impact(s) substantially impair the features or attributes that contribute to the NR eligibility of the historic site. If there is no substantial impairment, notwithstanding an adverse effect determination, there is no constructive use and Section 4(f) does not apply. FHWA determines if there is a substantial impairment by consulting with all identified officials with jurisdiction, including the SHPO/THPO and the ACHP if participating, to identify the activities, features, and attributes of the property that qualify it for Section 4(f) protection and by analyzing the proximity impacts of the project (including any mitigation) on those activities, features, and attributes. See 23 CFR 774.15(d)(3). The determination of Section 4(f) applicability is ultimately FHWA’s decision, and the considerations and consultation that went into that decision should be documented in the project record.

An example of a situation in which there is a Section 106 adverse effect but no Section 4(f) use, is a proposed transportation enhancement project that would convert a historic railroad depot into a tourist center. For public use, the project will require consistency with the American with Disabilities Act (ADA). The incorporation of accessible ramps or elevator may result in a determination of adverse effect, however, there is no permanent incorporation of Section 4(f) land into a transportation facility. FHWA may determine, after consultation with the SHPO/THPO on the historic attributes and impacts thereto, that the project will not substantially impair the attributes of the historic property. Section 4(f) would not apply in this case. Section 4(f) would apply only if land from the property is either incorporated into a transportation facility or if the property is substantially impaired.

Another example of an adverse effect where there is no Section 4(f) use might be construction of a new highway within the immediate view shed of a historic farmstead that results in an adverse effect finding under Section 106 for the diminishment of the setting. It is unlikely this visual intrusion would reach the threshold of substantial impairment of the attributes which cause the farmstead to be considered historic as it would still retain its historic fabric and use features; however, a constructive use could occur where the proximity of the proposed
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13 36 CFR 800.5 ([www.achp.gov/work106.html](http://www.achp.gov/work106.html))
project substantially impairs esthetic features or attributes of a property protected by Section 4(f), where such features or attributes are considered important contributing elements to the value of the property.

An example of a Section 4(f) use without a Section 106 adverse effect involves a project on existing alignment, which proposes minor improvements at an intersection. To widen the roadway sufficiently a small amount of land from an adjacent historic site will be acquired. The land acquisition does not alter the integrity of the historic site such that the SHPO concurs in FHWA’s determination of no adverse effect. Even though under Section 106 there is no adverse effect, land from the site will be permanently incorporated into the transportation facility and Section 4(f) will apply. The use would likely qualify as a de minimis impact or may be approved using the Nationwide Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for Federally-Aided Highway Projects with Minor Involvements with Historic Sites depending on the circumstances of the project.

**Question 7C:** How is a Section 4(f) use determined in historic districts?

**Answer:** When a project requires land from a non-historic or non-contributing property lying within a historic district, FHWA’s longstanding policy is that there is no direct use of the historic district for purposes of Section 4(f). With respect to constructive use, if the Section 106 consultation results in a determination of no historic properties affected or no adverse effect, there is no Section 4(f) constructive use of the district as a whole. If the project requires land from a non-historic or non-contributing property, and the Section 106 consultation results in a determination of adverse effect to the district as a whole, further assessment is required pursuant to 23 CFR 774.15 to determine whether or not there will be a constructive use of the district. If the use of a non-historic property or non-contributing element substantially impairs the activities, features, or attributes that are related to the NR eligibility of the historic district, then Section 4(f) would apply. In any case, appropriate steps, including consultation with the SHPO/THPO on the historic attributes of the district and impacts thereto, should be taken to establish whether the property is contributing or non-contributing to the district and whether its use would substantially impair the historic attributes of the historic district.

For example, an intersection improvement proposed in a NR listed or eligible historic district, requires the demolition of a modern building that is neither individually eligible for the NR nor is a contributing element of the district. Although no right-of-way will be acquired from an individually eligible or contributing property, it is consistent with the NHPA regulations that there will be an adverse effect to the historic district because of changes resulting from the wider intersection and installation of more extensive traffic signals. It may be reasonably determined, however, that no individually eligible property, contributing element, or the historic district as a whole will be substantially impaired.
impaired. Accordingly, a Section 4(f) use will not occur in the form of either a permanent incorporation or a constructive use.

When a project uses land from an individually eligible property within a historic district, or a property that is a contributing element to the historic district, Section 4(f) is applicable. In appropriate instances the use may be approved with a de minimis impact determination. If the use does not qualify for a de minimis impact determination, an individual Section 4(f) evaluation will be necessary.

**Question 7D:** How are historic resources within highway rights-of-way considered?

**Answer:** In some parts of the country it is not uncommon for historic objects or features not associated with the roadway to exist within the highway right-of-way. Examples include rock walls, fences, and structures that are associated with an adjacent historic property. Others are linear properties such as drainage systems or abandoned railroad corridors. These properties, objects, or features are either not transportation in nature or are part of the roadway itself. This condition occurs for various reasons such as historic property boundaries coinciding with the roadway centerline or edge of the road, or situations where right-of-way was acquired but historic features were allowed to remain in place. When a future transportation project is advanced resulting in a Section 106 determination of no historic properties affected or no adverse effect to such resources, Section 4(f) would not apply. If the historic features are determined to be adversely affected, there would be a Section 4(f) use.

### 8. Historic Bridges, Highways and Other Transportation Facilities

**Question 8A:** How does Section 4(f) apply to historic transportation facilities?

**Answer:** The Section 4(f) statute imposes conditions on the use of land from historic sites for highway improvements but makes no mention of bridges, highways, or other types of facilities such as railroad stations or terminal buildings, which may be historic and are already serving as transportation facilities. FHWA’s interpretation is that the Congress clearly did not intend to restrict the rehabilitation, repair, or improvement of historic transportation facilities and established a regulatory provision that Section 4(f) would apply only when a historic bridge, highway, or other transportation facility is demolished or if the historic integrity (for which the facility was determined eligible for the NR) is adversely affected by the proposed improvement. See 23 CFR 774.13(a).

**Question 8B:** Will Section 4(f) apply to the replacement of a historic bridge that is left in place?

**Answer:** FHWA’s longstanding policy is that Section 4(f) does not apply to the replacement of a historic bridge on new location when the historic bridge is left in its original location and its historic integrity and value will be maintained. To
maintain the integrity of the historic bridge, FHWA should ensure that a mechanism is in place for long term preservation of the bridge that would avoid harm to the bridge due to neglect. In these situations it is also necessary to consider whether or not the proximity impacts of the new bridge will result in substantial impairment of the historic bridge that is left in place or whether there are other properties present which should be afforded consideration pursuant to Section 4(f). These considerations should be documented in the project file.

**Question 8C:** How do the requirements of Section 4(f) apply to donations of historic bridges to a State, locality, or responsible private entity?

**Answer:** A State DOT or local public agency that proposes to demolish a historic bridge for a replacement project may first make the bridge available for donation to a State, locality or a responsible private entity. This process is commonly known as —marketing the historic bridge—and often involves relocation of the structure, if the bridge is of a type suitable for relocation. Provided the State, locality or responsible entity that accepts the bridge enters into an agreement to maintain the bridge and the features that contribute to its historic significance and assume all future legal and financial responsibility for the bridge, Section 4(f) will not apply to the bridge.

If the bridge marketing effort is unsuccessful and the bridge will be demolished or relocated without preservation commitments, Section 4(f) will apply and the appropriate Section 4(f) analysis, consultation and documentation will be required. The *Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for FHWA Projects that Necessitate the Use of Historic Bridges*\(^{15}\) may be used.

**Question 8D:** Can the *Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for FHWA Projects that Necessitate the Use of Historic Bridges* be applied to the replacement of a historic bridge or culvert that lacks individual distinction but is identified as a contributing element of a historic district that is on or eligible for listing on the NR?

**Answer:** Historic districts can comprise features that lack individual distinction but carry adequate integrity to collectively achieve significance within the historic context and period of significance, as well as individually distinctive features that may be separately listed or determined eligible for the NR. Contributing properties, including identified features and their settings are considered eligible for the NR. As such, bridges in historic districts may be individually eligible but may also be identified as contributing features within the larger historic district. The *Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval for FHWA Projects that Necessitate the Use of Historic Bridges*\(^{16}\) could be used on any historic bridge or culvert, either contributing to a district or individually eligible. The application of the historic bridge programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation would be limited to the bridge replacement or rehabilitation only and must meet all the applicability conditions.
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\(^{15}\) Section 4(f) programmatic evaluations available at www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/

\(^{16}\) www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/
criteria stated in the programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation. If the bridge replacement requires use, either direct or constructive, of surrounding or adjoining property that contributes to the significance of the historic district, the use of that property would have to be evaluated via another form of Section 4(f) evaluation, including possibly an individual evaluation.

**Question 8E:** Does Section 4(f) apply to the construction of an access ramp providing direct vehicular ingress/egress to a public boat launch area from an adjacent highway?

**Answer:** When an access ramp is constructed as part of a project to construct a new bridge or to reconstruct, replace, repair, or alter an existing bridge on a Federal-aid system, FHWA’s longstanding policy is that Section 4(f) approval is not necessary for the access ramp and public boat launching area. This policy was jointly developed by FHWA and the U.S. DOI in response to the enactment of section 147 of the Federal-Aid Highways Act of 1976 (PL 94-280 (HR 8235) May 5, 1976). Where public boat launching areas are located in publicly owned parks, recreational areas, or refuges otherwise protected by the provision of Section 4(f), it would be contrary to the intent of the Section 147 to search for “feasible and prudent alternatives” to the use of such areas as a site for an access ramp to the public boat launching area. Such ramps must provide direct access to a public boat launching area adjacent to the highway. This policy only applies to the access ramp and public boat launching area; any other use of Section 4(f) property for the project will require Section 4(f) approval.

**Question 8F:** Is compliance with Section 4(f) necessary for park roads and parkways projects?

**Answer:** No. Park roads and parkways projects funded under FHWA’s Federal Lands Highway Program, 23 U.S.C.§ 204, are expressly excepted from Section 4(f) requirements within the Section 4(f) statute itself and by 23 CFR 774.13(e). A park road is a public road, including a bridge built primarily for pedestrian use, but with capacity for use by emergency vehicles, that is located within, or provides access to, an area in the National Park System with title and maintenance responsibilities vested in the United States. 23 U.S.C. § 101(a). A parkway is a road authorized by Act of Congress on lands to which title is vested in the United States. *Id.*

**OFFICIALS WITH JURISDICTION, CONSULTATION, AND DECISIONMAKING**

9. Officials with Jurisdiction
Question 9A: Who are the officials with jurisdiction for a park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge and what is their role in determining section 4(f) applicability?

Answer: The officials with jurisdiction are defined in 23 CFR 774.17. For public parks, recreation areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges (Question 1) these are the official(s) of an agency or agencies that own and/or administer the property in question and who are empowered to represent the agency on matters related to the property.

There may be instances where the agency owning or administering the land has delegated or relinquished its authority to another agency, via an agreement on how some of its land will function or be managed. FHWA will review the agreement and determine which agency has authority on how the land functions. If the authority has been delegated or relinquished to another agency, that agency should be contacted to determine the purposes and significance of the property. Management plans that address or officially designate the purposes of the property should be reviewed as part of this determination. After consultation, and in the absence of an official designation of purpose and function by the officials with jurisdiction, FHWA will base its decision of Section 4(f) applicability on an examination of the actual functions that exist. See 23 CFR 774.11(c).

The final decision on the applicability of Section 4(f) to a particular property is the responsibility of FHWA. In reaching this decision FHWA will rely on the official(s) with jurisdiction to identify the kinds of activities and functions that take place, to indicate which of these activities constitute the primary purpose, and to state whether the property is significant. Documentation of the determination of non-applicability should be included in the project record.

Question 9B: Who are the officials with jurisdiction for historic sites?

Answer: The officials with jurisdiction are defined in 23 CFR 774.17. For historic properties (Question 2 and 7) the official with jurisdiction is the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO). If the historic property is located on tribal land the Tribal Historic Preservation Officer (THPO) is considered the official with jurisdiction. If the property is located on tribal land but the tribe has not assumed the responsibilities of the SHPO, as provided for in the NHPA, then the representative designated by the tribe shall be recognized as an official with jurisdiction in addition to the SHPO. When the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) is involved in the consultation concerning a property under Section 106 of the NHPA, the ACHP will also be considered an official with jurisdiction over that resource. For a NHL, the National Park Service is also an official with jurisdiction over that resource.

17 36 CFR 800 (www.achp.gov/work106.html)
Question 9C: Who are the officials with jurisdiction when a park, recreation area, or refuge is also a historic site or contains historic sites within its boundaries?

Answer: Some public parks, recreation areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges are also historic properties either listed or eligible for listing on the NR. In other cases, historic sites are located within the property boundaries of public parks, recreation areas, or wildlife and waterfowl refuges. When either of these situations exists and a project alternative proposes the use of land from the historic site, consultation will be necessary with the SHPO/THPO, ACHP if participating, and as appropriate, the local officials to determine whether a site is on or eligible for the NR and/or to assess the effect of the project on the site. Coordination will also be required with the official(s) of the agency or agencies that own or administer the property in question and who are empowered to represent the agency on matters related to the property, such as commenting on project impacts to the activities, features, or attributes of property and on proposed mitigation measures. For a NHL, the National Park Service is also an official with jurisdiction over that resource.

Question 9D: Is consultation with the U. S. DOI routinely required?

Answer: Prior to FHWA’s final approval of a Section 4(f) use, individual Section 4(f) evaluations are routinely provided to the U.S. DOI Office of Environmental Compliance and Policy, which coordinates the comments of all U.S. DOI agencies involved in the project. However, the official with jurisdiction for Section 4(f) purposes is typically the field official charged with managing the Section 4(f) property at issue. For example, the official with jurisdiction for a project involving the use of a National Wildlife Refuge would be the Refuge Manager. If it is not clear which individual within the U.S. DOI is the official with jurisdiction for a particular Section 4(f) property, U.S. DOI’s Office of Environmental Compliance and Policy should be consulted to resolve the question. U.S. DOI has very specific expectations regarding the content and format of Section 4(f) documents. See Appendix A for specific U.S. DOI distribution requirements and addresses. If the Section 4(f) property is under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Forest Service, the Department of Agriculture would be contacted for its review.

It is not necessary to coordinate project specific applications of existing programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations with the U.S. DOI unless the U.S. DOI owns or has administrative oversight over the Section 4(f) property involved. In these cases, FHWA will need written concurrence from the U.S. DOI as the official with jurisdiction as stipulated in the applicable programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation. Consultation with the U.S. DOI was conducted during the development of all the existing programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations. Development of any new programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations would also require coordination with the U.S. DOI before they are made available for use.23 CFR 774.3(d)(2).
Similarly, it is not necessary to conduct project-level coordination with the U.S. DOI when processing *de minimis* impact determinations unless the U.S. DOI has administrative oversight over the public park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge involved. In these situations, FHWA must obtain concurrence from the U.S. DOI as the official having jurisdiction that there is no adverse effect to the activities, features, or attributes of the property. 23 CFR 774.5(b). When a *de minimis* impact determination is anticipated for a historic site owned or administered by the U.S. DOI, and when the historic site is a NHL, the U.S. DOI will have the opportunity to participate during the Section 106 consultation as a consulting party. See Questions 11 through 13 for further guidance on *de minimis* impact determinations.

For situations in which the Section 4(f) property is encumbered with a Federal interest, for example as a result of a U.S. DOI grant, the answer to Question 1D or Question 30 may apply.

**Question 9E**: What is the official status of the *Handbook on Departmental Reviews of Section 4(f) Evaluations*, originally issued in February 2002 (and any subsequent revisions) by the U.S. DOI Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance?

**Answer**: The U.S. DOI Handbook\(^\text{18}\) is intended to provide guidance to the National Park Service (NPS), the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (F&WS) and other designated lead bureaus in the preparation of U.S. DOI comments on the Section 4(f) evaluations prepared by the U.S. DOT pursuant to the authority granted in the Section 4(f) statute. The Handbook is an official U.S. DOI document and includes departmental opinion related to the applicability of Section 4(f) to lands for which they have jurisdiction and authority. The Section 4(f) statute requires U. S. DOT to consult and cooperate with the U.S. DOI as well as the Departments of Agriculture and Housing and Urban Development in Section 4(f) program and project related matters. FHWA values the U.S. DOI’s opinions related to the resources under their jurisdiction, and while the Handbook is a resource which FHWA may consider, it is not the final authority on Section 4(f) determinations.

Official FHWA policy on the applicability of Section 4(f) to lands that fall within the jurisdiction of the U.S. DOI is contained within 23 CFR 774 and this *Section 4(f) Policy Paper*. While FHWA is not legally bound by the guidance contained within the Handbook or the comments provided by the U.S. DOI or lead bureaus, every attempt should be made to reach agreement during project consultation. In some situations, one of the bureaus may be an official with jurisdiction. When unresolved conflicts arise during coordination with the U.S. DOI related to the applicability of Section 4(f) to certain types of property, it might be necessary for the Division Office to contact the Office of Project Development and Environmental Review for assistance.

---

Question 9E: Section 4(f) also requires cooperation and consultation with the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). When is coordination with the USDA or HUD on a Section 4(f) matter appropriate?

Answer: Many national forests under the jurisdiction of the U.S. Forest Service of the USDA serve as multiple-use land holdings as described in Question 4 above. If the project uses land of a national forest, coordination with the USDA as the official with jurisdiction over the resource would be appropriate in determining the purposes served by the land holding and the resulting extent of Section 4(f) applicability to the land holding. Section 4(f) properties in which HUD has any interest are not frequently encountered.

Question 9F: Who makes Section 4(f) decisions and de minimis impact determinations?

Answer: The FHWA Division Administrator is the responsible official for all Section 4(f) applicability decisions, approvals, and de minimis impact determinations for Federal-aid projects. The Federal Lands Highway Division Engineer has this authority on Federal Lands projects. It will be necessary for FHWA to consult and coordinate with the official(s) with jurisdiction as discussed above in making determinations of applicability and in approving the use of Section 4(f) property, including determinations of all possible planning to minimize harm. When a programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation is relied upon to satisfy Section 4(f), the consultation requirements and approval process for the specific programmatic evaluation must be followed. 23 CFR 774.3(d).

In making de minimis impact determinations (Questions 11 - 13) FHWA will carefully consider the impacts to the Section 4(f) property and the measure(s) to minimize harm, (such as any avoidance, minimization, mitigation, or enhancement measures) related to the impacts on the Section 4(f) property and the de minimis impact determination. FHWA must consider the facts supporting the determination of de minimis impact, the record that was compiled in the coordination preceding the determination of de minimis impact, the concurrence of the official(s) with jurisdiction, and ultimately use his or her own best judgment in making the de minimis impact finding. See 23 CFR 774.3(b), 5(b)&7(b). It is ultimately the responsibility of FHWA to ensure that de minimis impact findings and required concurrences are reasonable. Coordination with the FHWA Headquarters or the FHWA Office of the Chief Counsel is not required for routine de minimis impact determinations but is recommended where assistance is needed for controversial projects or complex situations.

10. Section 4(f) Evaluations for Tiered or Phased Projects

Question 10A: How is Section 4(f) handled in tiered NEPA documents?
**Answer:** FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.7(e) when tiered NEPA documents are used. In a tiered EIS, the project development process moves from a broad scale examination at the first-tier stage to a more site specific evaluation in the second-tier stage. During the first-tier stage the detailed information necessary to complete the Section 4(f) approval may not be available. Even so, this does not relieve FHWA from its responsibility to determine the possibility of making *de minimis* impact determinations or to consider alternatives that avoid the use of Section 4(f) properties during the first-tier stage. This analysis and documentation should address potential impacts that a proposed action will have on Section 4(f) property and whether those impacts could have a bearing on the decision to be made during this tier.

If sufficient information is available, a preliminary Section 4(f) approval may be made at the first-tier stage as to whether the impacts resulting from the use of a Section 4(f) property are *de minimis* or whether there are feasible and prudent avoidance alternatives. This preliminary approval must include all possible planning to minimize harm to the extent that the level of detail available at this stage allows. 23 CFR 774.7(e)(1). This planning may be limited to a commitment to ensure that opportunities to minimize harm at subsequent stages in the project development process have not been precluded by decisions made at the first-tier stage. Any preliminary Section 4(f) approvals must be incorporated into the first-tier EIS. *Id*

If sufficient information is unavailable during the first-tier stage, then the EIS may be completed without any preliminary Section 4(f) approvals. The documentation should state why no preliminary approval is possible during the first-tier stage and clearly explain the process that will be followed to complete Section 4(f) evaluations during subsequent tiers. The extent to which a Section 4(f) approval (preliminary or final) anticipated to be made in a subsequent tier may have an effect on any decision made during the first-tier stage should be discussed. Schedules to complete Section 4(f) evaluations, if available, should also be reported.

Preliminary first-tier Section 4(f) approvals will be finalized in the second-tier CE, EA, final EIS, ROD or FONSI, as appropriate. 23 CFR 774.7(e)(2). If no new Section 4(f) use, other than a *de minimis* impact, is identified in the second-tier study and if all possible planning to minimize harm has occurred, then the second-tier Section 4(f) approval may finalize the preliminary approval by reference to the first-tier documentation. Re-evaluation of the preliminary Section 4(f) approval is only needed to the extent that new or more detailed information available at the second-tier stage raises new Section 4(f) concerns not already considered.

**Question 10B:** How do you reconcile the phased approach to identification and evaluation and treatment of historic properties under Section 106 of the NHPA with the timing for the completion of Section 4(f) requirements?
Answer: Given the prohibition in Section 4(f) on approving the use of Section 4(f) property unless a determination is made under 23 CFR 774.3, it is imperative that the identification and evaluation of all Section 4(f) properties be completed prior to the NEPA decision. This requirement is met by carrying out a reasonable level of effort to identify historic properties given the anticipated effects of the project and nature of likely historic resources present in the affected project area. Accordingly, the reasonable level of effort varies from project to project. While a visual survey may be necessary to identify above ground resources, it may be possible to rule out the likelihood for the presence of significant below ground resources based on literature review, prior studies of the area, and factors that relate to archeological preservation such as soil and slope types.

You may be able to establish without carrying out a field survey that there is little or no potential for the presence of archeological resources that have value for preservation in place, and therefore are subject to Section 4(f). The level of effort and justification for the conclusion that it is unlikely that there are additional unrecorded historic properties that could be subject to Section 4(f) should be documented for the project record. Although it is imperative to complete a Memorandum of Agreement or project specific Programmatic Agreement prior to project approval, those agreements may provide for the completion of consultation to identify mitigation measures after NEPA is approved.

**DE MINIMIS IMPACT DETERMINATIONS**

11. *De Minimis* Impact Determinations for Parks, Recreation Areas, and Wildlife and Waterfowl Refuges

**Question 11A:** What constitutes a *de minimis* impact with respect to a park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge?

**Answer:** An impact to a public park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge may be determined to be *de minimis* if the transportation use of the Section 4(f) property, including incorporation of any measure(s) to minimize harm (such as any avoidance, minimization, mitigation, or enhancement measures), does not adversely affect the activities, features, or attributes that qualify the resource for protection under Section 4(f). Language included in the SAFETEA-LU Conference Report\(^1\) provides additional insight on the meaning of *de minimis* impact.

—The purpose of the language is to clarify that the portions of the resource important to protect, such as playground equipment at a public park, should be distinguished from areas such as parking facilities. While a

minor but adverse effect on the use of playground equipment should not be considered a *de minimis* impact under Section 4(f), encroachment on the parking lot may be deemed *de minimis*, as long as the public's ability to access and use the site is not reduced.\[4\]

This simple example helps to distinguish the activities, features, or attributes of a Section 4(f) property that are important to protect from those which can be used without resulting in adverse effects. Playground equipment in a public park may be central to the recreational value of the park that Section 4(f) is designed to protect. The conference report makes it clear that when impacts are proposed to playground equipment or other essential features, a *de minimis* impact finding will at a minimum require a commitment to replace the equipment with similar or better equipment at a time and in a location that results in no adverse effect to the recreational activity. A parking lot encroachment or other similar type of land use, on the other hand, could result in a *de minimis* impact with minimal mitigation, as long as there are no adverse effects on public access and the official(s) with jurisdiction agree.

The impacts of a transportation project on a park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge that qualifies for Section 4(f) protection may be determined to be *de minimis*\[20\] if:

1) The transportation use of the Section 4(f) property, together with any impact avoidance, minimization, and mitigation or enhancement measures incorporated into the project, does not adversely affect the activities, features, or attributes that qualify the resource for protection under Section 4(f);

2) The public has been afforded an opportunity to review and comment on the effects of the project on the protected activities, features, or attributes of the Section 4(f) property; and

3) The official(s) with jurisdiction over the property, after being informed of the public comments and FHWA's intent to make the *de minimis* impact finding, concur in writing that the property will not adversely affect the activities, features, or attributes that qualify the property for protection under Section 4(f).

The concurrence of the official(s) with jurisdiction that the protected activities, features, or attributes of the resource are not adversely affected must be in writing. 23 CFR 774.5(b)(2)(ii). The written concurrence can be in the form of a signed letter on agency letterhead, signatures in concurrence blocks on transportation agency documents, agreements provided via e-mail or other method deemed acceptable by the FHWA Division Administrator. Obtaining

---

20 23 CFR 774.5(b)(2), 23 CFR 774.17
these agreements in writing and retaining them in the project file is consistent with effective practices related to preparing project administrative records.

Question 11B: What role does mitigation play in the *de minimis* impact finding?

**Answer:** *De minimis* impact determinations are based on the degree of impact after the inclusion of any measure(s) to minimize harm, (such as any avoidance, minimization, mitigation, or enhancement measures) to address the Section 4(f) use (i.e., —net impact”). The expected positive effects of any measures included in a project to mitigate the adverse effects to a Section 4(f) property must be taken into account when determining whether the impact is *de minimis*. 23 CFR 774.3(b). The purpose of taking such measures into account is to encourage the incorporation of Section 4(f) protective measures as part of the project. *De minimis* impact findings must be expressly conditioned upon the implementation of any measures that were relied upon to reduce the impact to a *de minimis* level. 23 CFR 774.7(b). The implementation of such measures will become the responsibility of the project sponsor with FHWA oversight. 23 CFR 771.109(b).

Question 11C: What constitutes compliance with the public notice, review and comment requirements for *de minimis* impact findings for parks, recreation areas or wildlife and waterfowl refuges?

**Answer:** Information supporting a *de minimis* impact finding for a park, recreation area or refuge should be included in the NEPA document prepared for the project. This information includes, at a minimum, a description of the involved Section 4(f) property(ies), the impact(s) to the resources and any measure(s) to minimize harm (such as any avoidance, minimization, mitigation, or enhancement measures) that are included in the project as part of the *de minimis* impact finding. The public involvement requirements related to the specific NEPA document and process will, in most cases, be sufficient to satisfy the public notice and comment requirements for the *de minimis* impact finding. See 23 CFR 774.5(b)(2).

In general, the public notice and comment process related to *de minimis* impact findings will be accomplished through the State DOT’s approved public involvement process. See 23 CFR 771.111(h)(1). For those actions that do not routinely require public review and comment (e.g., certain categorical exclusions and re-evaluations) but for which a *de minimis* impact finding will be made, a separate public notice and opportunity for review and comment will be necessary. In these cases, appropriate public involvement should be based on the specifics of the situation and commensurate with the type and location of the Section 4(f) property, the impacts, and public interest. Possible methods of public involvement are many and include newspaper advertisements, public meetings, public hearings, notices posted on bulletin boards (for properties open to the public), project websites, and placement of notices or documents at public libraries.
All comments received and responses thereto, should be documented in the same manner that other comments on the proposed action would be incorporated in the project record. Where public involvement was initiated solely for the purpose of a de minimis impact finding, responses or replies to the public comments may not be required, depending on the substantive nature of the comments. All comments and responses should be documented, as appropriate, in the project record.

12. De minimis Impact Determinations on Historic Sites

Question 12A: What are the requirements for de minimis impact on a historic site?

Answer: A finding of de minimis impact on a historic site may be made when:

1) FHWA has considered the views of any consulting parties participating in the consultation required by Section 106 of the NHPA, including the Secretary of the Interior or his representative if the property is a NHL;

2) The SHPO/THPO, and ACHP if participating in the Section 106 consultation, are informed of FHWA’s intent to make a de minimis impact finding based on their written concurrence in the Section 106 determination of —no adverse effect; and

3) The Section 106 process results in a determination of "no adverse effect" with the written concurrence of the SHPO/THPO, and ACHP if participating in the Section 106 consultation. 21

See 23 CFR 774.5(b)(1) and the definition of de minimis impact in 23 CFR 774.17.

Question 12B: How should the concurrence of the SHPO/THPO, and ACHP if participating in the Section 106 determination, be documented when the concurrence will be the basis for a de minimis impact finding?

Answer: Section 4(f) requires that the SHPO/THPO, and ACHP if participating, must concur in writing in the Section 106 determination of no adverse effect. 23 CFR 774.5(b)(1)(ii). The request for concurrence in the Section 106 determination should include a statement informing the SHPO/THPO, and ACHP if participating, that FHWA or FTA intends to make a de minimis impact finding based upon their concurrence in the Section 106 determination.

Under the Section 106 regulation, concurrence by a SHPO/THPO may be assumed if they do not respond within a specified timeframe, but Section 4(f)
explicitly requires their written concurrence. *Id.* It is recommended that transportation officials share this guidance with the SHPOs and THPOs in their States so that these officials fully understand the implication of their concurrence in the Section 106 determinations and the reason for requesting written concurrence.

**Question 12C:** For historic sites, will a separate public review process be necessary for the determination of a *de minimis* impact?

**Answer:** No. FHWA will consult with the parties participating in the Section 106 process but is not required to provide additional public notice or provide additional opportunity for review and comment. Documentation of consulting party involvement is recommended. For projects requiring the preparation and distribution of a NEPA document, the information supporting a *de minimis* impact finding will be included in the NEPA documentation and the public will be afforded an opportunity to review and comment during the formal NEPA process.

**Question 12D:** Certain Section 106 programmatic agreements (PAs) allow the lead agency to assume the concurrence of the SHPO/THPO in the determination of no adverse affect or no historic properties affected if response to a request for concurrence is not received within a period of time specified in the PA. Does such concurrence through non-response, in accordance with a written and signed Section 106 PA, constitute the written concurrence needed to make a *de minimis* impact finding?

**Answer:** In accordance with the provisions of a formal Section 106 programmatic agreement (PA), if the SHPO/THPO does not respond to a request for concurrence in the Section 106 determination within a specified time frame, the non-response together with the written PA, will be considered written concurrence in the Section 106 determination that will be the basis for the *de minimis* impact finding by FHWA. FHWA must inform the SHPO/THPO who are parties to such PAs, in writing, that a non-response which is treated as a concurrence in a no adverse effect or no historic properties affected determination will also be treated as the written concurrence for purposes of the FHWA *de minimis* impact finding. 23 CFR 774.5(b)(1)(ii). It is recommended that this understanding of the parties be documented via formal correspondence or other written means and appended to the existing PA. There is no need to amend the PA itself.

**13. Other *De Minimis* Impact Considerations**

**Question 13A.** Are *de minimis* impact findings limited to any particular type of project or National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) document?

**Answer:** No, the *de minimis* impact criteria may be applied to any project, as appropriate, regardless of the type of environmental document required by the
NEPA process as described in the FHWA Environmental Impact and Related Procedures. See 23 CFR 771.115.

**Question 13B.** What effect does the *de minimis* impact provision have on the application of the existing FHWA nationwide programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations?

**Answer:** None. Existing FHWA programmatic Section 4(f) evaluations remain in effect and may be applied, as appropriate, to the use of Section 4(f) property by a highway project.

**Question 13C.** Can a *de minimis* impact finding be made for a project as a whole, when multiple Section 4(f) properties are involved?

**Answer:** No, when multiple Section 4(f) properties are present in the study area and potentially used by a transportation project, *de minimis* impact findings must be made for the individual Section 4(f) properties because 23 CFR 774.3 requires an approval to use Section 4(f) property. The impacts to Section 4(f) properties and any impact avoidance, minimization, and mitigation or enhancement measures must be considered on an individual resource basis and *de minimis* impact findings made individually for each Section 4(f) property. When there are multiple resources for which *de minimis* impact findings are appropriate, however, the procedural requirements of Section 4(f) can and should be completed in a single process, document and circulation, so long as it is clear that distinct determinations are being made. Also in these cases, the written concurrence of the official(s) with jurisdiction may be provided for the project as a whole, so as long as the *de minimis* impacts findings have been made on an individual resource basis.

**Question 13D.** Is it appropriate to apply the *de minimis* impact criteria to projects that had already begun the project development process prior to the enactment of the *de minimis* provision in SAFETEA-LU?

**Answer:** Yes, the criteria may be applied to projects that began the project development process (commonly referred to as —pipeline projects) prior to the enactment of SAFETEA-LU. The decision to apply the *de minimis* impact criteria to those projects is a matter of agency choice and professional judgment. The factors that should be considered in decisions to apply the *de minimis* impact criteria to projects in the —pipeline include, but are not limited to: 1) the stage of the NEPA or project development process the project is in; 2) the benefits to the project delivery schedule realized by applying the *de minimis* impact criteria; 3) the impact to the project delivery schedule due to other agency (e.g., SHPO and/or THPO and park officials) or public concern; 4) the overall benefit to the project realized by the reassessment of a more viable alternative through a *de

---

minimis impact finding; 5) the degree and type of controversy and/or public scrutiny related to the project; and 6) the resulting benefits realized to a Section 4(f) property by the de minimis impact finding.

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES AND OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

14. School Playgrounds

Question 14: Are publicly owned school playgrounds subject to the requirements of Section 4(f)?

Answer: While the primary purpose of public school playgrounds is generally for structured physical education classes and recreation for students, these properties may also serve significant public recreational purposes and therefore may be subject to Section 4(f) requirements. When a public school playground serves only school activities and functions, the playground is not subject to Section 4(f). When a public school playground is open to the public and serves either organized or substantial —walk-on— recreational purposes that are determined to be significant (Question 1), it will be subject to the requirements of Section 4(f). In determining the significance of the playground, there may be more than one official with jurisdiction over the facility. A school official is considered to be the official with jurisdiction of the land during school activities. However, the school board may have authorized the city park and recreation department or another public agency to control the facilities after school hours. The actual function of the playground is the determining factor in these circumstances. Documentation should be obtained from the officials with jurisdiction over the facility stating whether or not the playground is of local significance for recreational purposes.

The term —playground— refers to the area of the school property developed and/or used for public park or recreation purposes such as baseball diamonds, soccer fields, tennis courts, track and field facilities, and other features such as jungle gyms or swing sets. This can also include open space or practice fields if they serve a park or recreation function. Section 4(f) would apply to the playground areas only and not the entire campus, unless the school and campus are also significant historic sites.

15. Trails and Shared Use Paths

Question 15A: Do the requirements of Section 4(f) apply to shared use paths or bike paths?

Answer: FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.13(f) when determining if a Section 4(f) approval is necessary for the use of a trail, path, bikeway, or sidewalk. If the publicly owned shared use path or bike path is primarily used for
transportation and is an integral part of the local transportation system, the requirements of Section 4(f) would not apply since it is not a recreational area. Section 4(f) would apply to publicly owned, shared use paths (or portions thereof) designated or functioning primarily for recreation, unless the official(s) with jurisdiction determines that it is not significant for such purpose. During early consultation, it should be determined whether or not a management plan exists that addresses the primary purpose of the shared use path in question. If the exceptions in 23 CFR 774.13(f) and (g) do not apply, the utilization of the Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation for Independent Bikeway or Walkway Construction Projects should be considered if the path is within a park or recreation area. Whether Section 4(f) applies or not, it is FHWA’s policy that every reasonable effort should be made to maintain the continuity of existing and designated trails.

**Question 15B:** The National Trails System Act permits the designation of scenic, historic, and recreation trails. Are these trails or other designated scenic or recreation trails on publicly owned land subject to the requirements of Section 4(f)?

**Answer:** FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.13(f) when determining if a Section 4(f) approval is necessary for the use of a trail, path, bikeway, or sidewalk. National Scenic Trails (other than the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail) and National Recreation Trails that are on publicly owned recreation land are subject to Section 4(f), provided the trail physically exists on the ground thereby enabling active recreational use.

Public Law 95-625 provides that no land or site located along a designated National Historic Trail or along the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail is subject to the provisions of Section 4(f) unless such land or site is deemed to be of historical significance under the criteria for the NR. Only lands or sites adjacent to historic trails that are on or eligible for the NR are subject to Section 4(f). Otherwise, National Historic Trails are exempt from Section 4(f).

**Question 15C:** Are shared use paths, bike paths, or designated scenic or recreational trails on highway rights-of-way subject to the requirements of Section 4(f)?

**Answer:** FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.13(f) when determining if a Section 4(f) approval is necessary for the use of a trail, path, bikeway, or sidewalk. If a path or trail is simply described as occupying the right-of-way of the highway and is not limited to any specific location within the right-of-way, a use of land would not occur provided that adjustments or changes in the alignment of the highway or the trail would not substantially impair the continuity of the path or trail. In this regard, it would be helpful if all future designations including those made under the National Trails System Act describe the location of the trail only as generally in the right-of-way.

---

23 Title 23, Section 109(m) states: “The Secretary shall not approve any project or take any regulatory action under this title that will result in the severance of an existing major route or have significant adverse impact on the safety for non-motorized transportation traffic and light motorcycles, unless such project or regulatory action provides for a reasonable alternate route or such a route exists.”
Question 15D: Are trails on privately owned land, including land under public easement and designated as scenic or recreational trails subject to the requirements of Section 4(f)?

**Answer:** FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.13(f) when determining if a Section 4(f) approval is necessary for the use of a trail, path, bikeway, or sidewalk. Section 4(f) generally does not apply to trails on privately owned land. Section 4(f) could apply if an existing public easement permits public access for recreational purposes. In any case, it is FHWA’s policy that every reasonable effort should be made to maintain the continuity of existing and designated trails.

Question 15E: Does Section 4(f) apply to trails funded under the Recreational Trails Program (RTP)?

**Answer:** No, the Recreational Trails Program (RTP)\(^24\) is exempt from the requirements of Section 4(f) by statute.\(^25\) The exemption is limited to Section 4(f) and does not apply to other environmental requirements, such as NEPA or the NHPA.

16. **User or Entrance Fees**

**Question 16:** Does the charging of an entry or user fee affect Section 4(f) eligibility?

**Answer:** Many eligible Section 4(f) properties require a fee to enter or use the facility such as State Parks, National Parks, publicly owned ski areas, historic sites and public golf courses. The assessment of a user fee is generally related to the operation and maintenance of the facility and does not in and of itself negate the property’s status as a Section 4(f) property. Therefore, it does not matter in the determination of Section 4(f) applicability whether or not a fee is charged, as long as the other criteria are satisfied.

Consider a public golf course as an example. Greens-fees are usually if not always required (Question 18A) and these resources are considered Section 4(f) properties when they are open to the public and determined to be significant. The same rationale should be applied to other Section 4(f) properties in which an entrance or user fee is required.

17. **Transportation Enhancement Projects**

**Question 17A:** How is Section 4(f) applied to transportation enhancement activity projects?\(^26\)

\(^24\) More information on the Recreational Trails Program is available at [www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/rectrails/](http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/rectrails/).

\(^25\) 23 U.S.C. § 206(h)(2) Recreational purpose.—A project funded under this section is intended to enhance recreational opportunity and is not subject to section 138 of this title or section 303 of title 49.

\(^26\) This Question and Answer supersedes the August 22, 1994; *Interim Guidance on Applying Section 4(f) On Transportation Enhancement Projects and National Recreational Trails*. For more information see the *FHWA Final*
Answer: FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.13(g) when determining if a Section 4(f) approval is necessary for a use by a transportation enhancement project or a mitigation activity. A transportation enhancement activity (TEA) is one of the specific types of activities set forth by statute at 23 U.S.C. §§ 101(a)(35) and 204(h). TEAs often involve the enhancement of an activity, feature or attribute on property that qualifies as a Section 4(f) property. In most cases, such work would be covered by the exception in 23 CFR 774.13(g) when the work is solely for the purpose of preserving or enhancing an activity, feature or attribute that qualified the property for Section 4(f) protection. The official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) property must concur in writing with this assessment. For a use of Section 4(f) property to occur in conjunction with a TEA, there must be a transportation use of land from an existing Section 4(f) property. In other words, the State DOT or other applicant as defined in 23 CFR 774.17 must acquire land from a Section 4(f) property and convert its function from park, recreation, refuge or historic purposes to a transportation purpose.

Many TEA-funded activities will occur on land that remains owned by a non-transportation entity (such as a local or State parks and recreation agency). An example would be a TEA proposed to construct a new bicycle/pedestrian path within a public park or to reconstruct an already existing bicycle/pedestrian path within a public park. Though related to surface transportation, this type of improvement is primarily intended to enhance the park. Either scenario would qualify as an exception for Section 4(f) approval assuming the official(s) with jurisdiction agree in writing that the TEA provides for enhancement of the bicycle/pedestrian activities within the park.

A variation of the above example is local public agency that proposes a TEA for construction of a new bicycle/pedestrian facility that requires the acquisition of land from a public park. The purpose of the project is to promote a non-motorized mode of travel for commuters even though some recreational use of the facility is likely to occur. This TEA requires a transfer of land from the parks and recreation agency to the local transportation authority for ultimate operation and maintenance of the newly constructed bicycle/pedestrian facility. Since this TEA would involve the permanent incorporation of Section 4(f) land into a transportation facility, there is a use of Section 4(f) land and the appropriate Section 4(f) evaluation and documentation would be required. In this instance, The Programmatic Section 4(f) Evaluation for Independent Bikeway or Walkway Construction Projects would likely apply depending on the particular circumstances of the project.


http://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/projdev/4fbikeways.asp
Other TEAs that involve acquisition of scenic or historic easements, or historic sites, often result in ultimate ownership and management of the facility by a non-transportation entity (such as a tourism bureau or chamber of commerce). An example would be the acquisition and/or restoration of a historic railroad station for establishment of a museum operated by a historical society. Even though Federal-aid transportation funds were used to acquire a historic building, a non-transportation entity ultimately will own and manage it. Accordingly, this TEA would qualify as an exception for Section 4(f) approval.

Section 106 still applies for any TEA involving a historic site on or eligible for listing on the NR. Please refer to the Nationwide Programmatic Agreement for Implementation of Transportation Enhancement Activities that was issued in 1997 for more details.

For other complex or complicated situations involving TEA projects, it is recommended that the FHWA Division Office contact the Headquarters Office of Project Development and Environmental Review, the Resource Center Environment Technical Services Team or the Office of the Chief Counsel for assistance.

**Question 17B:** Is the exception in 23 CFR 774.13(g) limited solely to work that is funded as a TEA pursuant to 23 U.S.C. §§ 101(a)(35) or 204(h)?

**Answer:** No. The exception cited in 23 CFR 774.13(g) refers to TEAs – though the term “project” is used instead of “activity” - and mitigation activities. The discussion in the corresponding section of the preamble to the regulation involves TEAs within the context of 23 U.S.C. § 101(a)(35), but does not explicitly limit the exception to TEAs funded via the 10% set aside of Surface Transportation Program funds. If proposed work very closely resembles a TEA but is not proposed for funding as a TEA, there are several options to consider.

If the proposed work could be characterized as a project mitigation feature, then the exception in 23 CFR 774.13(g) would apply without further consideration contingent upon the official(s) with jurisdiction concurring in writing that the work is solely for the purpose of preserving or enhancing an activity, feature or attribute that qualified the property for Section 4(f) protection. Another option would be to classify the proposed work as a temporary occupancy exception consistent with 23 CFR 774.13(d) if there is no permanent incorporation of Section 4(f) land into a transportation facility.

Alternately, the introductory paragraph of this section of the regulation indicates The “exceptions include, but are not limited to” those listed in the ensuing paragraphs. If proposed work resembles a TEA, avoidance of the property could be characterized as being inconsistent with the preservation purpose of the

» [http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/te/gmemo_program.htm](http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/te/gmemo_program.htm)
Section 4(f) statute. Uses of Section 4(f) property under the statute have long been considered to include only adverse uses — uses that harm or diminish the resource that the statute seeks to protect. Further, this exception is limited to situations in which the official(s) with jurisdiction over the Section 4(f) property agrees that the use will either preserve or enhance an activity, feature, or attribute of the property that qualifies it for protection under Section 4(f). Work similar to TEAs may be very carefully evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine if an exception for Section 4(f) approval might be justified consistent with the preservation purpose of the statute and 23 CFR 774.13(g).

If a Section 4(f) use is identified, under any scenario, the potential for complying with Section 4(f) via a *de minimis* impact finding or utilization of an approved programmatic Section 4(f) evaluation should be considered.

**Question 17C:** Is it possible for a TEA to create a Section 4(f) property?

**Answer:** Yes. TEA projects that are funded under TEA categories (A) — Provision of facilities for pedestrians and bicycles and (H) — Preservation of abandoned railway corridors (including the conversion and use of the corridors for pedestrian or bicycle trails) could create a new Section 4(f) resource. If a future federal-aid highway project were to use the property, the fact that the resource was created with TEA funding would not preclude the application of Section 4(f).

18. Golf Courses

**Question 18A:** Are public golf courses subject to Section 4(f), even when fees and reservations are required?

**Answer:** Section 4(f) applies to golf courses that are owned, operated and managed by a public agency for the primary purpose of public recreation and determined to be significant. Section 4(f) does not apply to privately owned and operated golf courses even when they are open to the general public. Golf courses that are owned by a public agency but managed and operated by a private entity may still be subject to Section 4(f) requirements depending on the structure of the agreement.

The fact that greens-fees (Question 16) or reservations (tee times) are required by the facility does not alter the Section 4(f) applicability, as long as the standards of public ownership, public access and significance are met.

Some golf courses are also historic sites. If a golf course is on or eligible for listing in the NR, then the Section 4(f) requirement for public ownership and public access will not apply.

**Question 18B:** Are military golf courses subject to the requirements of Section 4(f)?
**Answer:** Military golf courses are publicly owned (by the Federal Government) but are not typically open to the public at large. Because the recreational use of these facilities is limited to active duty and retired military personnel, family, and guests they are not considered to be public recreational areas and are not subject to the requirements of Section 4(f) (Question 1D).

19. **Museums, Aquariums, and Zoos** Question 19: Does
Section 4(f) apply to museums, aquariums and zoos?

**Answer:** Publicly owned museums, aquariums, and zoos are not normally considered parks, recreational areas, or wildlife and waterfowl refuges and are therefore not subject to Section 4(f), unless they are significant historic sites (Question 2A).

Publicly owned facilities such as museums, aquariums or zoos may provide additional park or recreational opportunities and will need to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to determine if the primary purpose of the resource is to serve as a significant park or recreation area. To the extent that zoos are considered to be significant park or recreational areas, or are significant historic sites they will be treated as Section 4(f) properties.

20. **Fairgrounds**

**Question 20:** Are publicly owned fairgrounds subject to the requirements of Section 4(f)?

**Answer:** Section 4(f) is not applicable to publicly owned fairgrounds that function primarily for commercial purposes (e.g. stock car races, horse racing, county or state fairs), rather than as park or recreation areas. When fairgrounds are open to the public and function primarily for public recreation other than an annual fair, Section 4(f) applies only to those portions of land determined significant for park or recreational purposes (Question 1A).

21. **Bodies of Water** Question 21A: How does the Section 4(f) apply to publicly owned lakes and rivers?

**Answer:** Lakes are sometimes subject to multiple, even conflicting, activities and do not readily fit into one category or another. Section 4(f) would only apply to those portions of publicly owned lakes and/or adjacent publicly owned lands that function primarily for park, recreation, or refuge purposes. Section 4(f) does not apply to areas which function primarily for other purposes or where recreational activities occur on incidental, secondary, occasional or dispersed basis.
In general, rivers are not subject to the requirements of Section 4(f). Those portions of publicly owned rivers, which are designated as recreational trails are subject to the requirements of Section 4(f). Of course, Section 4(f) would also apply to lakes and rivers or portions thereof which are contained within the boundaries of parks, recreation areas, refuges, and historic sites to which Section 4(f) otherwise applies.

**Question 21B:** Are Wild and Scenic Rivers (WSR) subject to Section 4(f)?

**Answer:** FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.11(g) when determining if there is a use of a WSR. The National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (WSRA) identifies those rivers in the United States, which are designated as part of the WSR System. A WSR is defined as —a river and the adjacent area within the boundaries of a component of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System (National System). WSRs are managed by four different Federal agencies, specifically the Forest Service, the National Park Service, the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Bureau of Land Management.

Within this system there are wild, scenic and recreational designations. A single river can be classified as having separate or combined wild, scenic and recreation areas along the entire river. The designation of a river under the WSRA does not in itself invoke Section 4(f) in the absence of significant Section 4(f) attributes and qualities. In determining whether Section 4(f) is applicable to these rivers, FHWA should determine how the river is designated, how the river is being used and examine the management plan over that portion of the river. If the river is publicly owned and designated a recreational river under the WSRA or is a recreation resource under a management plan, then it would be a Section 4(f) property. Conversely, if a river is included in the System and designated as —wild but is not being used as or designated under a management plan as a park, recreation area, wildlife and waterfowl refuge and is not a historic site, then Section 4(f) would not apply.

Significant publicly owned public parks, recreation areas, or wildlife and waterfowl refuges and historic sites (on or eligible of the NR) in a WSR corridor are subject to Section 4(f). Other lands in WSR corridors managed for multiple purposes may or may not be subject to Section 4(f) requirements, depending on the manner in which they are administered by the managing agency. Close examination of the management plan (as required by the WSRA) prior to any use of these lands for transportation purposes is necessary. Section 4(f) would apply to those portions of the land designated in a management plan for recreation or other Section 4(f) purposes as discussed above. Where the management plan does not identify specific functions, or where there is no plan, FHWA should consult further with the river-administering agency prior to making the Section 4(f) determination. Privately owned lands in a WSR corridor are not subject to

---

29 16 U.S.C. § 1271 et seq. and 36 CFR 297.3
Section 4(f), except for significant historic and archeological sites when important for preservation in place (Question 3).

**Question 21C:** Does Section 4(f) apply to potential WSR corridors and adjoining lands under study (pursuant to Section 5(a) of the WSRA)?

**Answer:** No, Section 4(f) does not apply to potential WSRs and adjoining lands. In these cases, Section 4(f) would apply only to existing significant publicly owned public parks, recreation areas, refuges, or significant historic sites in the potential river corridor. It must be noted, however, that such rivers are protected under Section 12(a) of the WSRA, which directs all Federal departments and agencies to protect river values and further recognizes that particular attention should be given to —timber harvesting, road construction, and similar activities, which might be contrary to the purposes of this Act.

**Question 21D:** Who are the Officials with Jurisdiction for WSRs?

**Answer:** The definition of officials with jurisdiction is located in 23 CFR 774.17. For those portions of a WSR to which Section 4(f) applies, the official(s) with jurisdiction are the official(s) of the Federal agency or agencies that own or administer the affected portion of the river corridor in question. For State administered, federally designated rivers the officials with jurisdiction include both the State agency designated by the respective Governor and the Secretary of the Interior.

**22. Scenic Byways Question 22:** How does Section 4(f) apply to scenic byways?

**Answer:** The designation of a road as a scenic byway is not intended to create a park or recreation area within the meaning of Section 4(f). The improvement (reconstruction, rehabilitation, or relocation) of a publicly-owned scenic byway would not trigger Section 4(f) unless the improvement required the use of land from a Section 4(f) property.

**23. Cemeteries Question 23A:** Does Section 4(f) apply to cemeteries?

---

30 “The Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of Agriculture, and the head of any other Federal department or agency having jurisdiction over any lands which include, border upon, or are adjacent to, any river included within the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System or under consideration for such inclusion, in accordance with section 2(a)(ii), 3(a), or 5(a), shall take such action respecting management policies, regulations, contracts, plans, affecting such lands, following the date of enactment of this sentence, as may be necessary to protect such rivers in accordance with the purposes of this Act.”

31 Section 2(a)(ii) of the WSRA, 16 U.S.C. § 1273(a)(ii)
Answer: Cemeteries would only be considered Section 4(f) properties if they are determined to be on or eligible for the NR as historic sites deriving significance from association with historic events, from age, from the presence of graves of persons of transcendent importance, or from distinctive design features.\footnote{For more information on the subject of historic cemeteries see, National Register Bulletin #41, \textit{Guidelines for Evaluating and Registering Cemeteries and Burial Places}; 1992.}

Question 23B: Does Section 4(f) apply to other lands that contain human remains?

Answer: Lands that contain human remains, such as informal graveyards, family burial plots, or Native American burial sites and those sites that contain Native American grave goods associated with burials, are not in and of themselves considered to be Section 4(f) property except when they are individually listed in or eligible for the NR. These sites should not automatically be considered only as archeological resources as many will have value beyond what can be learned by data recovery. If these sites are considered archeological resources on or eligible for the NR and also warrant preservation in place, Section 4(f) applies (Question 3A). If these sites are considered historic sites or otherwise located within the boundaries of a historic site on or eligible for the NR, Section 4(f) would apply.

When conducting the Section 4(f) determination for lands that may be Native American burial sites or sites with significance to a federally recognized tribe, consultation with appropriate representatives from the federally recognized tribes with interest in the site is essential. Sites containing human remains may also have cultural and religious significance to a tribe; therefore, see also Question 5 for a discussion of Traditional Cultural Properties.

24. Joint Development (Park with Highway Corridor)

Question 24: When a public park, recreation area, or wildlife and waterfowl refuge is established and an area within the Section 4(f) property is reserved for transportation use prior to or at the same time the Section 4(f) property was established, do the requirements of Section 4(f) apply?

Answer: FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.11(i) when determining if Section 4(f) applies to a property that was jointly planned for development with a future transportation corridor. Generally, the requirements of Section 4(f) do not apply to the subsequent use of the reserved area for its intended transportation purpose. This is because the land used for the transportation project was reserved from and, therefore, has never been part of the protected Section 4(f) property. Nor is a constructive use of the Section 4(f) property possible, since it was jointly planned with the transportation project. The specific governmental action that must be taken to reserve a transportation corridor with the Section 4(f) property is a question of State and local law, but evidence that the reservation
was contemporaneous with or prior to the establishment of the Section 4(f) property should be fully documented in the project record. Subsequent statements of intent to construct a transportation project within the resource should not be considered sufficient documentation. All measures which have been taken to jointly develop the transportation corridor and the park should be completely documented in the project records. To provide flexibility for the future transportation project, State and local transportation agencies are advised to reserve wide corridors. Reserving a wide corridor will allow the future transportation project to be designed to minimize impacts on the environmental resources in the corridor. FHWA encourages the joint planning for the transportation project and the Section 4(f) property to specify that any land not needed for the transportation project right-of-way be transferred to the adjacent Section 4(f) property once the transportation project is completed.

25. Planned Section 4(f) Properties

**Question 25**: Do the requirements of Section 4(f) apply to publicly owned properties planned for park, recreation area, or wildlife refuge and waterfowl refuge purposes, even though they are not presently functioning as such?

**Answer**: No. Section 4(f) applies when the land is one of the enumerated types of publicly owned lands and the public agency that owns the property has formally designated and determined it to be significant for park, recreation area, wildlife and waterfowl refuge purposes. Evidence of formal designation would be the inclusion of the publicly owned land, and its function as a Section 4(f) property into a city or county Master Plan. A mere expression of interest or desire is not sufficient. For example, when privately held properties of these types are formally designated into a Master Plan for future park development, Section 4(f) is not applicable. The key is whether the planned facility is presently publicly owned, presently formally-designated for Section 4(f) purposes, and presently significant. When this is the case, Section 4(f) would apply.

26. Late Designation of Section 4(f) Properties

**Question 26**: Are properties in the transportation right-of-way designated (as park and recreation lands, wildlife and waterfowl refuges, or historic sites) late in the development of a proposed project subject to the requirements of Section 4(f)?

**Answer**: FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.13(c) when determining if a Section 4(f) approval is necessary to use a late-designated property. Except for archaeological resources, including those discovered during construction (Question 3B), a project may proceed without consideration under Section 4(f) if that land was purchased for transportation purposes prior to the designation or prior to a change in the determination of significance and if an adequate effort was made to identify properties protected by Section 4(f) prior to the acquisition. The adequacy of effort made to identify properties protected by Section 4(f)
should consider the requirements and standards that existed at the time of the search.

27. Temporary Recreational Occupancy or Use of Highway Rights-of-way

Question 27: Does Section 4(f) apply to temporary recreational uses of land owned by a State Department of Transportation (SDOT) or other applicant and designated for transportation purposes?

Answer: FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.11(h) when determining the applicability of Section 4(f) to non-park properties that are temporarily functioning for recreation purposes. In situations where land owned by a SDOT or other applicant and designated for future transportation purposes (including highway rights-of-way) is temporarily occupied or being used for either authorized or unauthorized recreational purposes such as camping or hiking, Section 4(f) does not apply. For authorized temporary occupancy of transportation rights-of-way for park or recreation purposes, it is advisable to make clear in a limited occupancy permit, with a reversionary clause that no long-term right is created and the park or recreational activity is a temporary one that will cease once completion of the highway or transportation project resumes.

28. Tunneling or Bridging (Air Rights) and Section 4(f) Property

Question 28A: Is tunneling under a publicly owned public park, recreation area, wildlife or waterfowl refuge, or historic site subject to the requirements of Section 4(f)?

Answer: FHWA’s longstanding policy is that Section 4(f) would apply only if the tunneling:

1) Disturbs any archaeological sites on or eligible for the NR which warrant preservation in place, or
2) Causes disruption which would permanently harm the purposes for which the park, recreation, wildlife or waterfowl refuge was established, or
3) Substantially impairs the historic values of a historic site, or
4) Otherwise does not meet the exception for temporary occupancy (See Question 7A).

Question 28B: Do the requirements of Section 4(f) apply to bridging over a publicly owned public park, recreation area, wildlife or waterfowl refuge, or historic site?

Answer: FHWA’s longstanding policy is that Section 4(f) will apply to bridging a Section 4(f) property if piers or other appurtenances are physically located in the Section 4(f) property, requiring an acquisition of land from the property (actual

33 23 CFR 774.11(h)
use). Where the bridge will span the Section 4(f) property entirely, the proximity impacts of the bridge on the Section 4(f) property should be evaluated to determine if the placement of the bridge will result in a constructive use (See 23 CFR 774.15 and Question 7A). An example of a potential constructive use would be substantial impairment to the utility of a trail resulting from severely restricted vertical clearance. If temporary occupancy of a Section 4(f) property is necessary during construction, the criteria discussed in Question 7A will apply to determine use.

29. Mitigation Activities on Section 4(f) Property

Question 29: Does the expenditure of Title 23 funds for mitigation or other non-transportation activity on a Section 4(f) property result in a use of that property?

Answer: FHWA must comply with 23 CFR 774.13(g) when determining if Section 4(f) approval is necessary for a mitigation activity. A Section 4(f) use occurs only when Section 4(f) land is permanently incorporated into a transportation facility, there is a temporary occupancy that is adverse, or there is a constructive use. If mitigation activities proposed within a Section 4(f) property are solely for the preservation or enhancement of the resource and the official(s) with jurisdiction agrees in writing with this assessment, a Section 4(f) use does not occur.

An example involves the enhancement, rehabilitation or creation of wetland within a park or other Section 4(f) property as mitigation for a transportation project’s wetland impacts. Where this work is consistent with the function of the existing park and considered an enhancement of the Section 4(f) property by the official with jurisdiction, then Section 4(f) would not apply. In this case the Section 4(f) land is not permanently incorporated into the transportation facility, even though it is a part of the project as mitigation.

30. Section 6(f) and Other Non-U.S. DOT Grant-in-Aid Program Requirements

Question 30: How is Section 6(f) of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act and other non-U.S. DOT Federal grant-in-aid program requirements administered for purposes similar to Section 4(f)’s preservationist purpose treated in the Section 4(f) process?

Answer. For projects that propose the use of land from a property purchased or improved with Federal grant-in-aid funds under the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act, the Federal Aid in Fish Restoration Act (Dingell-Johnson Act), the Federal Aid in Wildlife Act (Pittman-Robertson Act), or other similar law, or the lands are otherwise encumbered with a Federal interest, coordination with the appropriate Federal agency is required to ascertain the agency’s position on the land conversion or transfer. Other federal requirements that may apply to the property should be determined through consultation with the officials with
jurisdiction and/or appropriate U.S. DOI, Housing and Urban Development, Federal Emergency Management Agency, or other Federal officials. See 23 CFR 774.5(d).

These Federal agencies may have regulatory authority or other requirements for converting land to a different use. These requirements are independent of the Section 4(f) requirements and must be satisfied during the project development process.
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ACHP – Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
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To expedite requests to the Department of the Interior (Department) for the review of environmental documents under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act; project planning, design, and application documents under various Federal authorities; and requests for coordination and consultation early in project planning; please note the following:

Appendix III to the Council on Environmental Quality's (CEQ) regulations (49 FR 49778; December 21, 1984) lists the Director, Office of Environmental Project Review (now the Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance (OEPC)), as the individual responsible for receiving and commenting on other agencies' environmental documents. If properly followed, this process results in your agency receiving one set of comments consolidating the views of all commenting bureaus and offices within the Department. Therefore, please send all officially approved documents requesting environmental and other project review to the following address:

U.S. Department of the Interior
Director, Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
Main Interior Building (MS 2462)
1849 C Street, NW
Washington, DC 20240

**OEPC is the central coordination office for the Department on all environmental reviews proposed by other federal agencies.** It is unnecessary to send copies of environmental and other project review requests to any other bureau or office within Interior, unless that bureau or office has been a part of your coordination or cooperating agency processes. However, a sufficient number of copies must still be sent to OEPC to allow distribution of the document to those Interior bureaus identified by OEPC to participate in the review process. The requested numbers of copies allow for simultaneous review throughout each bureau thus producing the Department's consolidated review in the shortest possible time. The following numbers of copies should be provided:

Twelve (12) copies of a draft and six (6) copies of a final document for projects in the Eastern United States including MN, IA, MO, AR, and LA. The same numbers of copies should be provided for projects in HI and the U.S. Territories (American Samoa, Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, Puerto Rico, and U.S. Virgin Islands).

Eighteen (18) copies of a draft and nine (9) copies of a final document for projects in the Western United States westward of the western boundaries of MN, IA, MO, AR, and LA.
Eighteen (18) copies of a draft and nine (9) copies of a final document for review requests which are national in scope (e.g. agency regulations, scientific reports, special reports, program plans, and other interagency documents).

Sixteen (16) copies of a draft and eight (8) copies of a final document for projects in AK.

When a review document does not have draft and final versions, the larger number of copies is requested.

In an effort to help reduce the Federal government’s cost for the reproduction of paper documents and to help reduce waste, we ask that you provide the URL for projects available on the Internet. Copies of environmental and project review documents that are available in CD-ROM or any other widely used electronic method may also be furnished in lieu of paper copies. When this is the case, we would still appreciate receiving one paper copy for our official file. Please provide an Internet address, CDs, one paper copy, or paper copies, as appropriate, directly to this office.

Appendix II to the CEQ regulations (49 FR 49754; December 21, 1984) lists Interior bureaus and offices having jurisdiction by law or special expertise on environmental quality issues. Appendix II should be used to determine appropriate Interior contacts for coordination during early planning, NEPA scoping, and other preliminary activities. Since this document may be out of date, it is recommended that you consult the following Internet addresses for the latest bureau contacts. http://ceq.eh.doe.gov/nepa/nepanet.htm or http://www.doi.gov/oepc/nepacontacts.html.

All early coordination and scoping requests, environmental assessments or reports not accompanied by project planning or design documents, findings of no significant impact, preliminary or working draft or final environmental impact statements, and similar material of a regional nature should be sent directly to Interior bureaus at the field level. It is not necessary to send copies of early coordination documents to the OEPC in Washington, DC. Please note that our Regional Environmental Officers (REO) serve as representatives of OEPC and should be contacted if there are questions about these procedures at the field level. A REO list is attached and is also available on our web site at: http://www.doi.gov/oepc/reo.html.

Representatives of your organization should establish direct working relationships with Departmental and bureau field level offices, which welcome such contact. This type of relationship is important not only during early project coordination, but also to expedite the early resolution of environmental issues that would otherwise surface during the formal review of a project document. In many cases, Interior's comments on an environmental review will designate an office at the field level for follow-up activities.

We ask that you make a wide distribution of this information throughout your organization. Such a distribution will greatly assist our agencies in better meeting our obligations under existing laws and in planning projects that will be mutually beneficial.

Attachment (REO List)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>State(s)</th>
<th>Contact Person</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Fax</th>
<th>Address Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>CT, MA, ME, NH, NJ, RI, VT</td>
<td>Andrew L. Raddant, Diane Lazinsky</td>
<td>617-223-8565, 617-223-8569</td>
<td>408 Atlantic Avenue, Rm 142, Boston, MA 02210-3334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>AL, FL, GA, KY, MS, NC, PR, TN, SC, VI</td>
<td>Gregory L. Hogue, Joyce A. Stanley</td>
<td>404-331-4524, 404-331-1736</td>
<td>Russell Federal Building, Suite-1144, 75 Spring Street, S.W., Atlanta, GA 30303</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albuquerque</td>
<td>AR, LA, NM, OK, TX</td>
<td>Stephen R. Spencer, Shirley Martinez</td>
<td>505-563-3572, 505-563-3066</td>
<td>1001 Indian School NW, Ste 348, Albuquerque, NM 87104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>CO, IA, KS, MO, MT, NE, ND, SD, UT, WY</td>
<td>Robert F. Stewart, Gail Lotz</td>
<td>303-445-2500, 303-445-6320</td>
<td>Federal Center Denver, CO 80225-0007 (Bldg. 67, Rm. 118, 6th &amp; Kipling)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>AS, AZ, CA, CM, GU, HI, NV</td>
<td>Patricia S. Port, Susmita Pendurthi</td>
<td>510-817-1477, 510-419-0177</td>
<td>Jackson Center One, 1111 Jackson Street, Suite 520, Oakland, CA 94607</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>ID, OR, WA</td>
<td>Preston A. Sleeger, Trisha Allison O’Brien, Mandy Stanford</td>
<td>503-326-2489, 503-326-2494</td>
<td>620 SW Main, Suite 201, Portland, OR 97205-5126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>AK</td>
<td>Pamela A. Bergmann, Douglas L. Mutter, Angela Buckman</td>
<td>907-271-5011, 907-271-4102</td>
<td>1609 C Street, Room 110, Anchorage, AK 99501-5126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>